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Abstract 

The diversity of carbon materials provides many opportunities for the use of 

those materials in catalysis, including as support materials for metal catalysts. 

However, this diversity of carbon structures and properties also introduces a 

challenge, as different carbon supports can influence the catalytic properties in 

ways that can be difficult to predict.   

In this thesis, five carbon materials with different structure and properties, 

carbon black, multiwalled carbon nanotubes, platelet carbon nanofibers, conical 

platelet carbon nanofibers, and graphite, have been characterized and used as 

support for platinum nanoparticles produced by the polyol method.  The relation 

between the carbon structure and the dispersion of platinum has been 

investigated and the effect of carbon on the catalytic properties of platinum has 

been studied with two model reactions, dehydrogenation of propane and 

hydrogenation of ethene.  

The results show that transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and CO stripping 

by cyclic voltammetry (CV) gave consistent values for platinum dispersion for 

platinum catalysts supported by carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes. There 

were some discrepancies between the techniques for Pt/graphite and Pt/carbon 

black, possibly due to issues with mass transfer limitations, the particle size 

distributions, and TEM resolution. The results from the hydrogenation of ethene 

were consistent with the results from TEM and CV. 

It was found that the metal dispersion is important, but not the only parameter 

influencing the catalytic activity of carbon-supported catalysts. In catalytic 

dehydrogenation of propane, the Pt supported on carbon black showed a higher 

conversion and turnover frequency (TOF) value than catalysts prepared using 

carbon nanofibers, carbon nanotubes, and graphite as support. In addition to 
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giving a higher turnover frequency, the propane dehydrogenation reaction over 

Pt supported on carbon black was less susceptible to deactivation in experiments 

without co-fed hydrogen, indicating that the carbon black support either reduces 

the rate of coke formation or the toxicity of the coke formed.  

This high conversion observed for Pt supported on carbon black when used for 

propane dehydrogenation has not been observed when structure insensitive 

ethene hydrogenation was used as a model reaction, confirming that the high 

conversion and longer lifetime compared to other tested catalysts was not caused 

by a higher dispersion. It is suggested that other effects, such as metal-support 

interaction, can play an important role in influencing the properties of carbon-

supported catalysts.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Carbon materials  

The diversity of carbon materials is impressive, almost one thousand different 

carbon materials are known [1] and it is likely that many more are to be 

discovered. Carbon materials show a wide range of interesting mechanical, 

electrical, optical, and other properties. Therefore, they are very promising 

structural and functional materials for future applications. The reason for this 

diversity of carbon materials is the ability of carbon to form stable sp2 and sp3 

hybridized structures. Although syntheses of stable sp materials, such as 

carbyne, consisting of linear acetylenic carbon have been reported [2] they are 

beyond the scope of this discussion. Some of the sp2 and sp3 structures of 

synthetic carbon allotropes (SCA) are presented in Figure 1.1. They can have 

different degrees of order on nano-, meso-, and macro-level and contain 

different defects. The name “allotrope”, meaning a structural modification of a 

single element, should be used with care as a majority of carbon materials do not 

have a defined structure, but instead have a complex and insufficiently described 

composition [3]. In addition, the highly diverse world of the carbon materials is 

further complicated by the presence of heteroatoms and other impurities, which 

further expand the range of their chemical and physical properties.  

There is no universal classification that can be applied to the whole range of 

carbon materials. The carbon materials that can be related to graphite by being 

composed of graphene layers can be classified by the orientation of those layers, 

as shown in Figure 1.2. This classification is frequently applied for 

nanostructured carbons such as carbon nanofibers (CNFs) and carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs). By this classification, we can distinguish single and multiwalled CNTs 
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Figure 1.1 Some of the properties of carbon structures are presented in 
rectangular boxes, and families of carbon structures are presented in ovals [3]. 

 
as consisting of one or many tubular graphene layers with their surfaces parallel 

to each other and to the tube direction. Likewise we have different CNFs with 

graphene surfaces stacked in perpendicularly to the fiber direction as in platelet 

fibers or are tilted at a sharp angle relative to the fiber direction as in fishbone 

(also known as herringbone) or stacked cone fibers [4]. Some of the fibers can 

have a hollow space inside. Other kinds of CNFs can similarly be described by 

this classification, for example, ribbon and cone-helix nanofibers [5]. However, 

this classification cannot be extended to describe more complex carbon 

structures [1].   
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Some of the first transmission electron microscopy (TEM) evidence of the 

carbon nanotubes was presented in 1952 by Radushkevich et al. [6; 7]. They 

have reported that carbon produced by a thermal decomposition of CO on iron 

powder contains seemingly hollow wormlike structures with iron carbide 

particles on their tips.  At that time, the discovery did not make an impact on the 

scientific literature. The research community gained interest in multiwalled 

carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and their potential applications in 1991 when 

Iijima reported the observation of tubular carbon structures [8]. This publication 

was readily discussed, as it was only six years after another new allotrope of 

carbon, spherical fullerenes, was discovered. In 1993, the discovery of single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) was reported by Iijima and Ichihashi [9], 

and independently by Bethuene et al. [10]. This has reasserted nanostructured 

carbon materials as a hot topic in the scientific community ever since.  

 
Figure 1.2 Examples of the common carbon nanofilament structures [11; 12]. 
 
In contrast to CNTs, other types of filamentous carbon have been well known 

before the 20th century. Already in 1889 a process of forming carbon filaments 
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by thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons was patented [13]. Filamentous 

carbons have also been known for many years as undesired byproducts in the 

catalytic steam reforming and methanization processes. The formation 

mechanism of those fibers has been described in order to understand and limit 

the carbon fiber formation because it can lead to the deactivation of the catalysts 

by disintegration and occlusion of catalytic metal by carbon. Formation of the 

carbon fibers can even lead to rupturing of the reactor walls [14]. However, as 

with CNTs, the discovery of nanostructured carbon fibers was not possible 

before the transmission electron microscope (TEM) became readily available. 

One of the first studies of the microstructure of CNFs has been published by 

Hillert and Lange in 1959 [15].  

The carbon nanomaterials can be produced using several different methods 

including arc discharge, laser ablation, and chemical vapor deposition.  While 

the first MWCNTs were produced using the arc discharge, this method today 

together with laser ablation of graphite is more commonly used to produce 

SWCNTs, and the latter method has allowed mass production of MWCNTs and 

CNFs [16]. A simplified model for the catalytic formation of CNFs and CNTs 

by the catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) involves dissociation of the 

carbon-containing gas at the catalyst metal surface, followed by either 

dissolution of carbon into the bulk of the metal particle and diffusion of carbon 

trough the metal or by carbon diffusion along the surface of the particle. Then 

the carbon is precipitated as graphitic layers on another surface of that particle 

[17; 18; 19; 20]. The structure of CNFs and CNTs is strongly dependent on 

growth catalyst properties (catalytic metal or metals, metal dispersion, catalyst 

support, etc.), carbon source (CO, CH4, C2H6, etc.) and reaction conditions 

(H2/hydrocarbon ratio, temperature, and pressure).  
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The marked for the carbon nanomaterials has grown dramatically for the last 

few years, and it is expected to grow further as the carbon nanomaterials find 

new applications, and the mass production pushes the price down.  Per 2011 the 

MWCNTs were the most important nanomaterials, accounting for 28% of the 

market share of the overall nanomaterial demand, with plastics and composite 

producers being the largest CNT consumers [21]. Applications of nanostructured 

carbons are becoming more numerous but are still in their infancy and often 

limited by the high cost of high-quality materials. As new high-quality 

nanostructured materials will become more available, future applications might 

utilize advanced properties of those materials for more specialized uses such as 

in the electronic industry, energy storage, and photovoltaic cells [21]. This can 

impact the use of nanostructured carbons in catalysis and possibly lead to the 

first large-scale commercial use of catalysts based on nanostructured carbons.   

For applications in catalysis, the carbon materials are interesting both as catalyst 

supports and catalysts on their own. At the same time, it is important to 

minimize the formation of catalyst deactivating carbons when dealing with 

carbon-containing reactants and products. Carbon formed as a byproduct is 

usually described by the word “coke”. However, there are many different carbon 

materials with different C/H ratios that can be described with this term [22]. 

Deactivation of catalysts by coking is one of the most important technological 

and economic problems in the petrochemical industry. Usual countermeasures 

against the coke formation in gas phase reactions are an application of a more 

coke resistant catalyst and changing reaction conditions (temperature, hydrogen 

or steam partial pressure, etc.). When the catalyst activity becomes unacceptably 

low, the catalyst is often regenerated by coke combustion. A coke resistant 

catalyst can still have high activity of coke formation, but this coke does not 

have a detrimental effect on the activity.  
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Some carbon materials, such as active carbons, have been used commercially as 

catalyst supports for decades due to their high surface area, low cost of 

production, stability at non-oxidizing conditions in both acidic and basic media, 

possibility of tuning the graphitic structure and hydrophobicity by adding 

functional groups [23], and easy recovery of the supported metals by support 

combustion. In addition, the electrical conductivity of carbons is important for 

electrocatalysis, for example, when carbons are used as electrode materials. 

Nevertheless, active carbons are mainly derived from natural sources and are not 

designed to have a specific structure at nano-level. Therefore, those materials do 

not offer the same possibilities as CNTs and CNFs. The potential advantages 

given by use of nanostructured materials in catalysis as compared to other types 

of carbon materials are summarized by Ampelli et al. [23]. Some of those 

advantages are:  

 Better control over micro- and mesoporosity. Mesoporosity in CNTs and 

CNFs is primarily voids between tubes or fibers, while microporosity is 

associated with fiber or tube structure. Most CNTs and CNFs do not have 

any significant amount of micropores and this can be an advantage as it 

gives improved diffusion and gives better utilization of the catalyst.  

 Nanostructured carbons can have more uniform characteristics than 

carbons produced from a natural feedstock (nutshells, peat, etc.). 

 Nanostructured carbons can be produced with fewer structural defects, or 

controlled types and densities of defects.   

 Nanostructured carbons are usually more resistant to oxidizing conditions 

than activated carbons.  

 Better electron and heat transport.  

 Possibility to utilize effects caused by the surface curvature of CNTs for 

making the active sites more effective. 
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 Possibility for nano-engineering of catalytic sites.  

 

1.2 Functionalization of and metal loading on carbon supports  

Carbon materials produced by the CVD method usually contain remains of 

growth catalyst. Those remains can still be catalytically active and sometimes 

they have to be removed. This is commonly done using acid treatment, for 

example with hydrochloric acid (HCl) [24] or oxidizing acids as nitric acid 

(HNO3) [3; 24; 25; 26; 27]. The treatment with HCl does not significantly 

damage the carbon structure while the treatments with oxidizing acids will 

introduce oxygen-containing functional groups and severe treatments with those 

acids can damage the carbon structure. Both methods can be done with different 

acid concentrations, different temperatures, and different time periods. In some 

cases to remove growth catalyst metal is not sufficient, and growth catalyst 

support has to be removed as well. For this purpose the carbon material can be 

treated with hydrofluoric acid (HF) [28]. However, this procedure is not 

commonly practiced due to technical and safety issues regarding work with this 

acid [29]. Some authors have reported removal of growth catalyst with sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH) [24; 30] or potassium hydroxide (KOH) [25] solution. In 

recent years, reports of meticulous purification of the carbon supports became 

less frequent, due to more availability of carbon materials with high purity. This 

can be explained by developments in CVD synthesis techniques, giving a higher 

yield of carbon materials for each gram of growth catalyst. In addition, many 

commercial carbon material producers do their own purification before selling 

their product.    

Often, but not always [30; 31; 32], the carbon supports are functionalized before 

deposition of catalytic metal. Functionalization is an introduction of 

heteroatoms, or groups containing heteroatoms to the carbon structure. This can 
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be done during production, such as doping of CNFs and CNTs [33; 34], or by 

secondary treatments by large number of different methods. The introduced 

heteroatoms can change hydrophobic, electronic or other properties, anchor 

metal nano-particles or even be catalytically active by themselves [26; 35; 36]. 

One of the most common procedures for the carbon functionalization is the 

introduction of the oxygen-containing groups by an oxidative treatment, for 

example with an oxidizing acid. Such treatments can sometimes replace or 

supplement the purification treatment [27]. In addition to removal of growth 

catalyst, the oxidative treatments can remove amorphous carbon impurities 

because of their higher susceptibility to oxidation. However, other methods to 

remove amorphous carbon, such as ultrasonic treatment followed by washing 

with a NaOH solution and Soxhlet extraction, can in some cases be more 

effective and gentle to the carbon surface structure [37]. 

The oxidative treatments can damage the carbon structure, and such treatments 

can be used to open CNT ends and make the hollow space and internal surface 

accessible. Other functionalization methods include solvent impregnation 

followed by melt-coat treatment with sulfur [38], incipient wetness impregnation 

with phosphoric oxide [39], treatment with ethanolamine [34], and many more. 

Besides introducing anchoring sites for catalytic particles, oxidative treatments 

can also make carbon surface more hydrophilic and improve support behavior 

towards wetting with aquatic solutions [40]. This is important both for the 

preparation of catalysts when the metal precursor is in an aquatic solution and 

for the use of the catalyst in liquid-phase reactions.  

Deposition of catalytic metal on carbon supports can be done by different 

methods such as incipient wetness impregnation [31; 41], metal-oxide colloid 

method [32; 42], homogeneous deposition precipitation [42], electrochemical 

deposition [43], and ion exchange [25]. In addition, there are a long range of 
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different methods where compounds containing a precursor of catalytic metal 

(e.g. H2PtCl6 or Na2PdCl4) are reduced by a reducing agent (paraformaldehyde, 

sodium borohydride, ethylene glycol, hydrogen, formaldehyde, etc.) to produce 

metal nanoparticles (colloids) in a solution  [24; 44; 45; 46], that can be 

deposited on the support. There are also some techniques that do not require a 

liquid phase such as thermal evaporation and deposition of catalytic metal [47], 

atomic layer deposition [48], and sputtering deposition [49]. It is important to 

choose the right metal deposition method by considering properties of the 

carbon support. The functionalization of carbon supports by introducing oxygen-

containing groups can have a negative effect on the metal dispersion if there are 

unfavorable electrostatic interactions between the surface of the supports and 

metal precursor during preparation of carbon-supported catalyst [46]. 

When the carbon-supported catalysts are prepared by the use of a platinum 

precursor in a solvent, the following factors should be considered [50]: 

 Polarity of the solvent 

 The pH of the solution 

 Cationic or anionic charge of the metal precursor 

 Surface charge of the carbon support in the solution  

Those factors can be dependent on each other, for example, a change of pH can 

affect the charge of both the metal precursor and the carbon support surface.  

It is important to avoid the electrostatic repulsion between the catalyst support 

and the metal precursor. Therefore, the cationic precursors such as Pt(NH3)4
2+ 

should be deposited on negatively charged surfaces in basic media. On the other 

hand, the anionic precursors such as PtCl6
2- should be deposited in an acidic 

solution on positively charged surfaces [50]. In other words, when the anionic 

precursors are used, to remove the net negative electric charge of the support 
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and the resulting repulsion between the support and the negatively charged 

metal precursor, the pH of the solution has to be lowered [51]. Control of the pH 

is especially important if the carbon surface is functionalized with groups that 

can be protonated. The oxidative treatments of carbon can lead to a formation of 

acidic functional groups, and this lowers the isoelectric point (IEP) of the carbon 

support, i.e. the pH value at which the support carries no net electrical charge 

[24; 52].  

The polarity of the solvent is important, as a good solvent-support interaction is 

necessary for an effective deposition of the active metal on the support. 

Therefore, hydrophilic functional groups on oxidized carbon supports are 

advantageous when a polar solvent, such as water, is used [53].  

However, the high dispersion of the metal catalyst on a functionalized carbon 

support does not necessarily lead to high dispersion when the catalyst is applied. 

Oxygen-containing functional groups can be removed by heating in an inert or 

reducing atmosphere. Since most common catalyst preparation procedures 

involve catalyst reduction with H2 at elevated temperatures, this will reduce the 

amount of surface functional groups and can lead to a completely different metal 

distribution on the surface of the support [53; 54]. This can be explained by 

proposing that metal-carbon interaction occurs on π-sites when other anchoring 

sites are not available. Hydrogen treatment removes the most unstable oxygen 

surface groups; however, the most stable surface groups will remain. Their 

density or anchoring ability may not be sufficient to anchor the metal particles, 

and the electron withdrawing groups will affect the electron delocalization in the 

π-sites and hence weakening metal-support interaction [53; 54; 55]. This can in 

turn cause sintering of the metal particles. 
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1.3 Platinum as catalyst               

Platinum has a remarkable resistance to corrosion, being one of the least reactive 

metals. Yet its catalytic properties were known since the 19th century [56]. 

Today platinum is the preferred catalyst in catalytic converters in automobiles, 

which is the most important marked for platinum [57]. This metal is also 

commonly used as catalyst in e.g. hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, 

isomerization, and oxidation reactions. Platinum is not an abundant metal, with 

only about 0.005 ppm present in the earth’s crust [58]. This makes it expensive 

and the research on less expensive and more abundant catalysts to replace 

platinum in the most critical applications is ongoing. However, so far metal-free 

alternatives to platinum are many years away from large-scale 

commercialization [59]. Therefore, it is important to maximize the efficiency of 

the applications of platinum to reduce the loss of this precious metal and recycle 

it whenever possible.   

Any heterogeneous catalytic reaction requires adsorption of the reactant on the 

catalyst surface. The interaction between the reactant and the catalyst should not 

be too weak or too strong. Too weak interaction will cause desorption of the 

reactant before a reaction can occur, while too strong interaction will poison the 

catalyst. This is known as the Sabatier principle. Many transition metals have an 

ability to interact with reactants, such as hydrocarbons or hydrogen, “just right”, 

catalyzing a chemical reaction. The origin of this interaction can be described by 

the d-band model which has been confirmed by experiments [60]. Shortly, the s- 

and d-orbitals in each metal atom overlap due to the metallic bonding and 

become s- and d-bands on the metal surface. In transition metals, the d-band is 

partially filled and, therefore, can accept electrons from the valence levels of 

adsorbates. If the anti-bonding level is not filled while there are electrons in the 

bonding level, then a chemical bond is created. The difference between metals 
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or even different crystallographic surfaces of the same metal is explained not 

only by the number of electrons, but also by the width of the d-band and its 

center. A high d-band center will give fewer elections in the anti-bonding 

orbitals and, therefore, stronger bonds. Platinum is one of those metals having 

the right electronic structure to catalyze a long range of chemical reactions. 

However, platinum’s electronic structure is dependent on many factors, 

including the crystallographic structure of the metal surface, interaction with 

other elements or interaction with the catalyst support. Therefore, platinum’s 

catalytic properties can be modified to better suit the different catalytic 

processes.    

 

1.4 Metal interaction with carbon supports 

The main purpose of the catalyst support is to provide a high dispersion of metal 

particles to maximize the metal surface area that can come in contact with the 

reactants and hence use the active metal effectively [61]. In addition, the catalyst 

support should have some metal-support interaction (MSI) when the catalyst is 

applied at high temperatures to make the metal particles less mobile on the 

support surface and prevent sintering [62]. For example, a study by Ratkovic et 

al. [63] of Fe/Al2O3 and Fe-Ni/Al2O3 catalysts for CNT production has reported 

that a stronger MSI in the bimetallic catalyst prevents sintering and deactivation 

of the catalyst during carbon deposition. On the other hand, if the metal-support 

interaction is too strong, then this can cause too weak interaction between the 

catalytic metal and the reactants leading to a low catalytic activity.  For 

example, strong metal-support interaction (SMSI) has been described by Tauster 

et al. [64] for platinum group metals (PGM) on TiO2 supports. After the 

reduction at 500 °C, the interaction between PGMs and TiO2 has become so 

strong that the metal's ability to chemisorb hydrogen or carbon monoxide was 
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significantly reduced or even vanished entirely. This phenomenon is not 

exclusive for TiO2 and has later been observed with other supports such as 

Nb2O5 [65] and CeO2 [66]. 

  

The metal-support interaction plays an important role also when carbon is used 

as a catalyst support. One of the early studies of CNFs as catalyst support by 

Rodrigues et al. [67] have shown that Fe-Cu particles supported on CNFs are 

more active for the catalytic hydrogenation of ethene than Fe-Cu supported on 

active carbon or on γ-alumina. It was proposed that strong metal-support 

interaction, causing an exposure of more favorable crystallographic surface 

faces of the metal or a metal-support electron transfer, changing the metals 

interaction with gas. A study by Planeix et al. [68] has also attributed better 

selectivity for cinnamaldehyde hydrogenation over Ru/CNT catalyst, as 

compared to Ru/Al2O3 to the metal-support interaction. This metal-carbon 

interaction was reported to be “of a different kind” compared to metal alumina 

interaction. However, no details were given.  

 

The large variety of different carbon support materials with different properties 

makes them suitable for studying the effects of the metal-support interaction. 

The metal-support interaction between transition metal clusters and carbon 

supports is dependent on several factors including the type of the metal, the 

cluster size and orientation of the cluster, graphitization degree, the presence of 

heteroatoms or other defects, and orientation of the graphite planes. 

 

An example of the effect of metal type on the metal-support interaction was 

found by a theoretical molecular dynamics (MD) simulation by Sanz-Navarro et 

al. [69]. Their calculation have shown that the curvature of the fishbone carbon 

nanofiber support does not influence on the d-band and, therefore, catalytic 
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properties of the Pt100 clusters, while a significant influence on the Ni100 clusters 

can be expected. This is a result of a difference in metal-metal binding energy, 

nickel clusters get more deformed than platinum clusters when adsorbed on 

carbon supports, due to weaker metal-metal bond and the difference in the 

preferential binding sites.  

 

Size and orientation of the metal clusters are important because small metal 

clusters are not symmetrical and have different surfaces with different 

crystallographic planes. The number and the type of surfaces in the cluster are 

dependent on the number of atoms, and consequently on the size of the cluster 

[70]. The influence of the metal cluster size on the metal-support interaction 

with MWCNTs has been studied by Bittencourt et al. [47]. Their XPS 

measurements have shown an increase in the binding energy of 4f core level 

with decreasing platinum cluster size. Similar effects have been observed in the 

binding energy of 3d level of palladium clusters deposited on amorphous 

carbon, as reported by Kuhrt et al. [71]. This means that smaller particles 

interact more strongly with the support than larger metal clusters.   

 

Also, the graphitization degree of the support affects the metal-support 

interaction. The interaction between the catalytic metal and the amorphous or 

semi-crystalline carbons, such as carbon blacks or active carbons, is weaker than 

the interaction with more graphitic samples. Coloma et al. [53] have observed an 

increase in the resistance to sintering for platinum catalysts prepared with heat 

treated carbon black supports as compared to catalysts with untreated carbon 

black.  A similar effect was observed on MWCNTs by Wang et al. [72]. They 

have compared as prepared MWCNTs and MWCNTs graphitized by thermal 

treatment as platinum support in electrocatalysis. The results have shown that 

the catalyst with graphitized MWCNTs as support is less prone to sintering 
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under electrochemical oxidation conditions. The increased resistance to sintering 

in both studies was attributed to increased strength of π-sites (sp2-hybridized 

carbon) resulting an increase of metal-support interaction.  

 

The heteroatoms in the carbon support can either increase the metal-support 

interaction (anchoring) or weaken it, dependent on the preparation method. The 

weakening effects can be observed when the electron drawing functional groups 

are weakening π-sites, making them less capable of interaction with the metal 

particles [53; 54; 55].   

 

The orientation of the graphite planes affects the metal-support interaction 

because it affects the sites where metal clusters can be deposited. The surface of 

carbon can be either flat or curved basal planes such as for example on graphite 

or CNTs. Metal clusters can also be deposited on the edge of graphite planes 

which can be tilted as in FBCNFs or perpendicular to the CNFs direction, as in 

PlCNFs. Each orientation of the graphite planes can have several sites where the 

metal cluster can be deposited and those sites have different metal-support 

interaction. Sanz-Navarro et al. used molecular dynamics simulations to identify 

several different sites on PlCNFs, where Pt clusters can be deposited [73]. The 

simulation showed that at some of these sites the metal-support interaction can 

be strong enough to flatten the metal clusters, while on other sites the geometry 

of the metal clusters is not affected. Such strain effect causing deformations of 

the metal clusters can also be observed by electron microscopy [74]. 

 

Adsorption on the defects in the carbon structure is also very important. Kvande 

et al. [75] suggested that the high concentration of A-type defects (disordered 

carbon) on carbon black (Vulcan XC-72R) is responsible for the absence of the 

negative effect of oxygen-containing functional groups on the dispersion of 
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platinum, as compared to functionalized CNT and CNF supports without those 

defects. 

 

Different chemical reactions require different catalyst properties. There is no 

theory that can predict the property of a catalyst by taking into account all the 

effects including the metal-support interaction and tailor a catalyst for a specific 

chemical process without extensive experimental work. Therefore, more 

fundamental experimental studies have to be done to understand how different 

support materials influence the properties of catalysts in different chemical 

processes. 

 

1.5 Carbon nanotubes and carbon nanofibers in catalytic 

dehydrogenation  

A large number of studies of different catalytic dehydrogenation reactions where 

nanostructured carbons have a significant role have been published. This 

includes dehydrogenation of ammonia-borane, cyclic alkanes, ethylbenzene, and 

straight chain hydrocarbons. 

Dehydrogenation of ammonia-borane 

Dehydrogenation of ammonia-borane is one of many promising approaches to 

storing and producing hydrogen. Chen et al. [76] have demonstrated that 

Pt/MWCNT catalysts can be used to catalyze this reaction. Before the reaction, 

MWCNTs were oxidized by an acid treatment and subsequently temperature 

treated in an Ar atmosphere at 800 °C. This treatment introduced electron 

deficient defects. It was reported that those defects transferred electrons from the 

platinum nanoparticles and thus promoted the ammonia-borane hydrolysis 

reaction.  
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Dehydrogenation of cyclic alkanes 

Another promising route for hydrogen storage and production is 

dehydrogenation of cyclohexane and decalin. Lazaro et al. [77] have studied 

dehydrogenation of decalin over platinum catalysts with CNFs and activated 

carbon (AC) as a catalyst support. Platinum supported on HNO3 oxidized CNFs 

exhibited approximately fourfold higher hydrogen production and less 

deactivation than Pt/AC catalysts. The CNF-supported catalysts had a higher 

metal dispersion (76.7%) than the AC-supported catalyst (54.6%). However, 

dispersion alone cannot explain the difference in the catalyst activity. It was 

proposed that Pt/AC catalyst was deactivated faster due to the plugging of 

micropores, which are absent in the Pt/CNF catalyst, demonstrating an 

advantage of the nanostructured catalyst support over conventional catalyst 

support. Jian-ping et al. [78] have compared different platinum catalysis on 

nanostructured carbon supports for dehydrogenation of cyclohexane. In this 

study, platinum deposited on carbon nanoparticles exhibited a better activity and 

stability than platinum on MWCNT, AC, and carbon black. This was attributed 

to a better resistance of the nanoparticle-supported catalyst to coke poisoning, 

due to a favorable diffusion of benzene in the short pore channels of the carbon 

nanoparticles. This is another demonstration of how the structure of the catalyst 

support can influence the reaction.  

Oxidative Dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene 

Carbon materials can be used as a catalyst for the oxidative dehydrogenation of 

ethylbenzene (EB) by themselves. Pereira et al. [26] have demonstrated that 

oxidized MWCNTs are less active than AC; however, the MWCNT catalyst is 

more stable due to a higher resistance to gasification.  Comparison of oxidized 

and unoxidized MWCNTs shows than the oxygen-containing functional groups 

play a critical role in this reaction. Delgado et al. [35] have reached similar 
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conclusion after comparing MWCNT catalysts that have undergone different 

thermal treatments in an inert atmosphere to remove the oxygen-containing 

functional groups. MWCNTs that have undergone thermal treatment at high 

temperature have decreased catalytic performance. The same observation has 

been reported by Zhao et al. [79]. They have compared different carbon 

nanofibers as catalyst for the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene and 

have reported that removing the surface oxygen and graphitizing the nanofibers 

with angle between graphite platelets and the longitudinal axis of 20-30° and 30-

45° by high-temperature treatment reduced the conversion, without any 

significant change in the selectivity. In addition, an induction period of about 1-

3 hours or an oxidative pretreatment was necessary to obtain a stable 

conversion. Low EB conversion (2%) was observed in the absence of oxygen in 

the feed, indicating that surface groups formed in the presence of oxygen are 

necessary for the reaction. Fishbone fibers with an angle between graphite 

platelets and the longitudinal axis of 20-30° were more active than CNFs with 

other angles (0-5°, 30-45°, and 90°). The authors reported that the difference in 

the catalytic activity of different CNFs was a result of a ratio of prismatic and 

basal plane areas. Basal planes are necessary for adsorption of the phenyl ring 

via π-electron interaction.  On the other hand, adsorption of ethyl groups takes 

place via a bond between the H-atoms in the ethyl group and the O-atoms at 

prismatic edges. The low activity of tubular carbon with low angles (0-5°) was 

explained by a difficulty of formation of the oxygen-containing surface groups 

on inert basal planes. Furthermore, platelet carbon nanofibers (90°) expose the 

edge sites partially covered with oxygen-containing groups and this resulted 

lower activity and a higher selectivity to CO2.  Fishbone fibers with angle 20-

30° had a higher activity than fishbone fibers with angle 30-45°. The latter had a 

lower surface area and a higher concentration of oxygen-containing groups. The 
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authors concluded that god performance of Fishbone fibers with angle 20-30° is 

due to an optimum ratio between prismatic and basal plane sites on the surface.  

The oxidative dehydrogenation of EB can also be used as a model reaction to 

study carbon-supported metal catalysts. Guo et al. [80] have compared cobalt 

and nickel catalysts deposited on MWCNTs and AC. The MWCNT-supported 

catalysts exhibited a higher EB conversion, higher styrene selectivity, and higher 

styrene yield. This was attributed to structural differences between MWCNTs 

and activated carbon-supported catalysts, however, no further details were 

given. The cobalt catalysts (9.5 wt% and 12.6 wt% metal loading) have shown a 

better performance than nickel catalysts (9.3 wt% and 13.1 wt% loading). In this 

study, an unusual method of catalyst preparation was used. The catalytic metal 

was originated from a growth catalyst (Ni or Co on SBA-15) and the support of 

this growth catalyst was removed by a NaOH solution. This is important since 

the deposition sites of the active metal particles were different (on the tips of the 

nanotubes) than if the active metal would be deposited on the purified 

MWCNTs. 

Dehydrogenation of straight chain hydrocarbons 

The oxidative dehydrogenation of straight chain hydrocarbon is an important 

topic where the effect of nanostructured carbons has been studied, while the 

non-oxidative dehydrogenation over carbon-supported catalysts has been studied 

to a lesser extent. Liu et al. [81] have done a study on the oxidative 

dehydrogenation of 1-butene at 400 °C over MWCNTs, two different activated 

carbons, and α-Fe2O3. After 20 hours induction period, MWCNTs exhibited 

better conversion (45%) and yield (29%) towards butadiene than other tested 

catalysts. As with the oxidative dehydrogenation of EB the catalytic activity of 

metal-free MWCNT is related to the oxygen functional groups, especially 

quinone groups that are created during the induction period. A better catalytic 
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activity of MWCNT than active carbons is caused by a higher resistance to 

coking and to gasification (combustion). Zhang et al. [82] has reported that the 

selectivity to alkene products (1-butene, 2-butene, and butadiene) in the 

oxidative dehydrogenation of n-butane can be improved by an addition of a 

small amount of phosphorus (phosphate) to a MWCNT catalyst. This addition 

passivates defects and suppresses combustion of hydrocarbons.  

Sui et al. [39] studied phosphate impregnated CNFs for the oxidative 

dehydrogenation of propane. They have reported that impregnation of CNFs 

with phosphate can reduce both propane over-oxidation and the gasification of 

the catalyst by decreasing the availability of the sites where oxidation takes 

place. 

 

1.6 Carbon nanotubes and carbon nanofibers in electrochemistry 

Use of carbon in electrochemistry dates back to Sir Humphrey Davy`s 

application of graphite electrodes for the electrochemical production of alkali 

metals. “Classical” carbon materials, such as graphite, glassy carbon, and carbon 

black, are indispensable for use as electrodes in both analytical and industrial 

electrochemistry due to their low cost, electrical conductivity, and chemical 

stability. 

One of the most important research topics in electrochemistry today is the 

development of cost-effective fuel cells. A fuel cell converts the chemical 

energy of fuel oxidation in the presence of a catalyst into electricity. The main 

issue of fuel cells today, is a low durability and high intrinsic cost. To make fuel 

cells more attractive, new materials, especially catalysts, should be developed. A 

commonly used catalyst in fuel cells is platinum on a carbon support, typically 

on carbon black. However, the carbon black-supported platinum catalyst is 
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vulnerable to poisoning (CO, S, etc.), is thermo-chemically unstable, and 

contains inaccessible micropores and impurities [83]. Therefore, alternative 

platinum supports have been studied and this includes nanostructured carbon 

materials such as CNTs and CNFs. Those new materials have better-defined 

porosity and a potential for better metal-support interaction, leading to better Pt 

utilization and more durability [23].  

Carbon nanotubes as catalyst supports in electrocatalysis 

Carbon nanotubes are the most studied nanostructured carbon material for 

application as a catalyst support in fuel cells. Both SWCNTs and MWCNTs 

have been studied and MWCNTs have been found to be more conductive, while 

SWCNTs provide larger surface areas [83]. Due to higher availability of 

MWCNTs than SWCNTs, MWCNT-supported catalysts are studied more 

frequently.  

Park et al. [84] have compared the electrochemical stability of Pt supported on 

MWCNT and Pt supported on carbon black when used for oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR). Pt/MWCNT catalyst has demonstrated a higher retention of the 

electrochemical area, a smaller increment of interfacial charge transfer 

resistance, and a slower degradation of the fuel cell performance. This was 

explained by a higher corrosion resistance of MWCNTs in oxidizing conditions 

and stronger metal-support interaction preventing sintering of platinum particles. 

A higher electrochemical stability of MWCNTs to oxidation compared to carbon 

black has also been reported by Shao et al. [85]. They have electrochemically 

oxidized MWCNTs and carbon black and measured the oxygen content by X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy. It was found that carbon black acquired oxygen 

heteroatoms at a higher rate than MWCNTs at the same conditions. This can be 

explained by a lower concentration of susceptible to oxidation defects and 

dangling bonds in MWCNTs than in carbon black. This was in spite of 
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MWCNTs having higher initial oxygen content than carbon black, probably due 

to the oxidizing purification pretreatment of as synthesized MWCNTs. Similar 

observations were reported by Li et al. [86]. Wang et al. [72] have compared the 

oxidation resistance of MWCNTs with and without pretreatment at high 

temperature in an argon atmosphere. They have reported that graphitized 

MWCNTs are more resistant to oxidation. Graphitized MWCNTs used as 

platinum support led to a more durable catalyst in electrochemical durability 

test, as compared to the catalyst with untreated MWCNT support. This was 

explained not only by a higher resistance to oxidation of graphitized MWCNT 

support, but also stronger metal-support interaction due to increasing strength of 

anchoring π-sites on the graphitized MWCNTs. 

Many authors have also reported high activity for ORR of nitrogen doped CNTs 

(and other carbons) without platinum [87]. Geng et al. [88] and Alexeyeva et al. 

[89] have compared platinum-free nitrogen doped and undoped CNTs for ORR 

in both acidic and alkaline solutions. They have reported that nitrogen doping 

improves the electrocatalytic activity of carbon nanotubes in both acidic and 

alkaline electrolytes, with alkaline electrolyte system giving more promising 

results and having potential to replace the costly Pt/C catalyst in fuel cells in the 

future. The mechanism for ORR over nitrogen doped CNTs still debated and it 

is not yet clear if pyridinic nitrogen or quarternary nitrogen in the carbon matrix 

is responsible for the ORR activity [87]. 

Carbon nanofibers as catalyst supports in electrocatalysis 

Also, CNFs have been extensively researched as fuel cell supports. Zheng et al. 

[90] have studied the effect of CNF structure for application as palladium 

support in ORR. The CNF-supported catalysts were also compared to activeted 

carbon-supported catalysts, all prepared by the incipient wetness impregnation 

method. It was reported that the catalyst dispersion was best in PlCNFs, due to 
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the highest density of edge atoms to basal atoms.  The activated carbon-

supported catalyst had the lowest dispersion with a wide range of particle size 

distributions because of weak MSI. The PlCNF-supported catalyst was the most 

active for ORR as seen from the position of the peak potential and Pd/AC 

catalyst was the least active. In addition, compared to Pd/FBCNF, Pd/PlCNF 

catalyst had better diffusion properties due to a larger mesopore volume. Li et al. 

[91] have reported that oxidized stacked-cup CNFs displayed better performance 

in a PEMFC than commercial carbon black. This was attributed to a high aspect 

ratio of CNFs providing a continuous conducting network in the Nafion® matrix, 

and this can result in better utilization of the catalyst metal. Kang et al. [92] have 

demonstrated that herringbone CNFs (FBCNFs) supported Pt-Ru catalysts are 

less prone to metal leaching in 1M H2SO4 at 70°C than commercial activated 

carbon-supported catalyst. This was confirmed by a better durability of the 

CNF-supported catalysts in electrochemical durability tests in membrane-

electrode assembly. The CNF-supported catalyst with loading 40 wt% Pt-Ru 

was more active for MOR (methanol oxidation reaction) than the commercial 

AC-supported catalyst with the same loading. However, when the catalysts with 

70 wt% loadings were compared, the commercial AC-supported catalyst was 

slightly more active. This demonstrated that in spite of many advantages of 

CNF-supported catalysts over AC and carbon black-supported catalysts, the 

metal catalyst utilization on CNFs when high loadings are used can still be 

difficult due to lower surface area. 

Bessel et al. [93] have compared platinum supported on carbon black with 

platinum supported on three different types of CNFs: platelet, ribbon, and 

herringbone (fishbone) for MOR. While the herringbone-supported catalyst 

exhibited a poor catalytic activity, both PlCNF and ribbon CNF-supported 

catalyst exhibited a significantly higher activity than the carbon black-supported 

catalyst. It was suggested that the low activity of herringbone-supported fiber 
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was related to the high hydrophilicity (functionalization) of the CNF surface. In 

addition to higher activity, PlCNF and ribbon CNF-supported catalysts were less 

susceptible to CO poisoning than carbon black-supported catalysts. Several 

different explanations has been offered, including different mechanism for the 

removal of adsorbed species, different electrical conductance, poisoning 

impurities in the carbon black support, and favorable metal-support interaction 

with CNFs causing the attainment of a preferred crystallographic orientation of 

the platinum particles. The latter explanation for Pt/PlCNF was confirmed by 

TEM images showing more spherical and less crystalline particles on carbon 

black compared to particles on PlCNFs, indicating stronger metal-support 

interaction on PlCNFs. Similar results were reported by Muthuswamy et al. [74]. 

They have compared PlCNFs and carbon black as a catalyst support for MOR. 

Also in this case the PlCNF-supported catalyst was more active than the carbon 

black-supported catalyst. This was attributed to a strong metal-support 

interaction between platinum particles and the PlCNF support causing a 

significant reconstruction of the metal particles. This reconstruction led to a 

formation of more faceted particle surfaces, which were more beneficial for the 

reaction.  

 

1.7 Dehydrogenation of light alkanes 

Light alkenes have become essential for the industrial production of many 

chemicals and materials, especially for the production of polymers and synthetic 

rubber. More than half of the global demand for ethene is created by the 

production of the world’s most widely used plastic, polyethene [94]. Likewise, 

more than half of global demand of propene is created by the polypropene 

production [95], [96]. The high demand for plastics made ethene and propene 

the first and the second most important intermediates in the petrochemical 
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industry. Crude oil and natural gas mainly consist of saturated or aromatic 

hydrocarbons and do not contain alkenes. Therefore, ethene, propene, and other 

alkenes have to be produced by expensive and energy demanding processes. 

Today the main commercial processes for light alkenes production are steam 

cracking of naphtha and fluid catalytic cracking of heavier oil fractions. Those 

processes coproduce ethene and propene. For example, about 57% of produced 

propylene come from cracking processes, 33% as a byproduct of the refinery 

processes, and only 10% from other sources [97]. However, in both the cracking 

and the refinery processes propene is a byproduct.  Hence, neither of those 

processes can be optimized to meet the increasing global demand for propene.  

Recently, the exploration of shale gas reserves in the USA has reduced the 

ethane prices considerably, giving the lighter steam crackers (ethane fed) a 

feedstock advantage over the competing naphtha-fed steam crackers. Since the 

lighter steam crackers do not produce any significant amounts of propene, this 

shift in technology makes on-purpose propene production processes (for 

example catalytic dehydrogenation) more competitive [98; 99]. It is forecasted 

that the on-purpose alkene production methods, such as propane 

dehydrogenation and methanol to alkene processes, where the methanol can be 

produced from coal or natural gas, can become more important in the near future 

[100; 95]. 

One of the first commercial dehydrogenation processes was the dehydrogenation 

of butanes over a chromia-alumina catalyst [101]. This process was widely used 

during WWII to produce butenes, which were subsequently dimerized to 

produce fuel. In the late 1980s, this process was expanded to dehydrogenation of 

propane and isobutane and called CatofinTM [102]. The development of catalytic 

reforming with platinum catalyst in 1940s has demonstrated that the Pt catalysts 

have a potential for the dehydrogenation of alkanes [103]. Platinum is a very 

important dehydrogenation catalyst because it has god ability for activating the 
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C-H bond and has a low activity for C-C bond breaking. The C-H bond breaking 

occurs at all platinum sites, while the C-C breaking occurs primarily on sites 

with low coordination number, for example, a surface with steps [104]. In the 

1960s a process for the selective dehydrogenation of long chained alkanes over a 

Pt catalyst was commercialized [105] and later the UOP OleflexTM process for 

dehydrogenation of propane and isobutane over continuously regenerated noble 

metal catalysts was commercialized. As of 2014 this process is the main process 

for direct dehydrogenation of light hydrocarbons over noble metal catalysts.  

The equilibrium constant for the dehydrogenation reaction increases with 

increasing carbon number. Therefore, selective dehydrogenation of light 

hydrocarbons requires much more severe conditions than dehydrogenation of 

heavier hydrocarbons [106]. This is the reason why a commercialization of the 

selective ethane dehydrogenation process is more difficult than the propane 

dehydrogenation. The dehydrogenation reactions involve an increase in the 

number of molecules (equation 1) since saturated hydrocarbon molecules are 

converted to unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules and hydrogen molecules. 

Therefore, the reaction is pressure-dependent and a high alkane conversion is 

favored by a low partial pressure of hydrocarbons according to Le Chatelier's 

principle.  

,
3 8 3 6 2

Catalyst heatC H C H H            298 124 /H kj mol                         (1)           

The dehydrogenation of propane is endothermic with 298 124H    kj/mol [104], 

[107]. Hence, to achieve an acceptable conversion, the reaction has to be done at 

high temperature, as seen in Figure 1.3. The same conditions favor coke 

formation that leads to catalyst deactivation and makes frequent regeneration 

necessary. This gives higher operation costs and can also induce structural 

changes in the catalyst, reducing its activity [108].  
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Figure 1.3 Dependence of propane dehydrogenation equilibrium product 
composition on temperature and pressure [106]. Mole fraction of 
dehydrogenated products increases with increasing temperature and decreasing 
pressure. Left: composition at 1 atm absolute pressure. Right: composition at 
0.23 atm absolute pressure.  
 

To avoid equilibrium limitations of light hydrocarbon dehydrogenation, other 

ways of catalytic dehydrogenation have been investigated. One of the most 

promising routes is the oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH).  This process is 

thermodynamically favorable and, therefore, does not suffer from equilibrium 

limitations. However, there are still issues that have to be solved before this 

process can be commercialized. The main problem with oxidative 

dehydrogenation is the difficulty of controlling selectivity because the oxidative 

processes tend to propagate towards carbon oxides, rather than to stop at the 

desired alkenes. 

 

The coke formation on the platinum catalysts is a result of the platinum-alkene 

interaction. For this reason, it is important to weaken the Pt-alkene interaction 
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without any significant decrease in the Pt-alkane interaction [101]. This will 

allow for alkenes to desorb faster from the catalyst surface after 

dehydrogenation and to a lesser extent undergo cracking or further 

dehydrogenation reactions. Arsenic, germanium, lead, bismuth, and tin are some 

of the elements that can be used as promoters to modify Pt-alkene interaction. 

The catalyst support is playing an important role in the activity, selectivity, and 

cost of catalyst [101]. The most commonly used support for Pt in direct catalytic 

dehydrogenation of propane is alumina, because of its thermal stability, 

mechanical strength, and, most importantly, ability to maintain high platinum 

dispersion [101]. The acidity of the alumina has to be reduced by modifiers to 

reduce cracking, and optimal pore structure should be controlled to maximize 

the mass transfer rate [101]. In this work, propane dehydrogenation is used as a 

model reaction to study effects of different carbon supports.  

 

1.8 Hydrogenation of ethene  

Hydrogenation of light linear alkenes is not an economically attractive process 

because unsaturated light linear hydrocarbons are usually more expensive than 

saturated. Nevertheless, the hydrogenation of alkenes has been studied both as a 

model reaction and for better understanding of the reaction itself. The 

hydrogenation of ethene is exothermic with 298 133H   kj/mol [109], and is not 

limited by the equilibrium.  

,
2 4 2 2 6

Catalyst heatC H H C H            298 133 /H kj mol                          (2) 

Deactivation of this reaction is caused primarily by side reactions of ethene 

hydrogenation, i.e. polymerization and dehydrogenated adsorption [110]. The 

rate of catalyst deactivation is strongly dependent on the catalyst itself. For 

example, polymerization is a major issue when Ni is supported on kieselguhr 
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(siliceous sedimentary rock), but not when the reaction occurs over unsupported 

Ni powder [110]. In addition, pretreatment of the catalyst is very important and 

must be precisely specified when catalysts from different studies are to be 

compared [110]. 

A mechanism for the hydrogenation of ethene over a platinum surface was 

proposed by Horiuti and Polanyi in the 1930s [111]. According to this 

mechanism, ethene adsorbs on the metal surface by breaking a C-C bond and 

forming two σ-bonds to the metal. The hydrogenation goes through an ethyl (M-

CH2CH3) intermediate before ethane is produced. Development of spectroscopic 

techniques helped to bring more light on the reaction mechanism. For example 

the presence of two-σ-bonded ethene, ethyl, ethylidyne (M≡C-CH3), and π-

bonded ethene has been confirmed by spectroscopy on the Pt(111) surface and it 

was suggested that at specified conditions the ethyl intermediate and π-bonded 

ethene are the most important intermediates, while two-σ-bonded ethene and 

ethylidyne are hydrogenated at a much slower rate [112].  

In spite of some reports of the particle size effects in the ethene hydrogenation 

[113; 114], it is commonly accepted that the ethene hydrogenation reaction over 

noble metals is structure insensitive, i.e. it is not affected by the type of the 

crystallographic surface of the active metal [112]. This means that the reaction 

rate at some conditions is proportional to the surface area of the catalytic metal, 

regardless of the particle size of this metal. Therefore, activity for the ethene 

hydrogenation can be used to compare the active surface area of different 

catalysts with the same catalytic metal. As with propane dehydrogenation, 

hydrogenation of ethene is used in this thesis as a model reaction to study effects 

of different carbon supports on the catalytic activity of Pt/carbon catalysts. 
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2. Experimental 

2.1 Catalyst supports and catalyst preparation 

Catalysts were prepared with five different commercially available carbon 

supports: synthetic graphite, platelet nanofibers, carbon black, conical platelet 

carbon nanofibers, and multiwalled carbon nanotubes. Information about the 

sample codes, particle sizes, and suppliers is presented in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1 Information about carbon materials used in this thesis. 
Sample 

code 

Commercial name and details Particle size Supplier  

CB VULCAN® XC-72R, carbon black ≈50 nm Cabot Corporation 

MWCNT TNGM7, graphitized multi walled 

carbon nanotubes, 99.9% purity 

30-50 nm 

(Diameter) 

Chengdu Organic 

Chemicals Co. Ltd. 

PlCNF 06‐0170 carbon, stacked graphene 

 platelet  nanofibers, acid washed 

40-50 nm 

(Diameter) 

Chiron AS  

CPCNF PR-25-XT-HHT, graphitized, 

composed of conical platelets, 

thermally treated to 2900°C, <100 

ppm iron content 

125 – 150 nm 

(Diameter) 

20-200 μm 

(Length) 

Sigma-Aldrich 

graphite synthetic graphite powder, < 20 μm Sigma-Aldrich 

 

The carbon-supported catalysts with a nominal loading of 1.0 wt% platinum 

were prepared by a modified polyol method, developed by Tsypkin et al. [115; 

42]. This procedure consists of two steps, first platinum nanoparticles are 

prepared in a suspension, before the particles are loaded on to the supports. In 

the first step, hexachloroplatinic acid hexahydrate (0.644 g, H2PtCl6·6H2O, 
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Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in ethylene glycol (288 ml, EG, Fluka) and a 1.0 

M solution of NaOH (Merck) in EG (32.0 ml) was added to the mixture. The 

mixture was first heated to 150.0 °C for three hours to reduce platinum while 

stirred and purged with argon (99.999%) and then cooled down to 25.0 °C. In 

the second step, a part of the Pt/EG suspension (40.0 ml) was sonicated for 5 

minutes, heated to 150.0 °C while stirred and purged with argon. Then, the 

suspension was cooled down to 25 °C. After cooling, the support material (3.00 

g) and argon purged ethanol (60.0 ml, 96%) was added to the Pt/EG suspension 

and the mixture was sonicated for approximately 10 minutes. Then the pH was 

reduced with an HCl solution (10.0 ml, 0.54 M, Merck) to pH 3.2 (± 0.1) and 

this mixture was sonicated again for 10 minutes. The deposition was done in a 

three-neck round-bottom flask by allowing the suspension to stand at 60 °C with 

Ar purge for 16 hours while stirred. Then the catalyst was extracted by 

centrifugation and washed by addition of Milli-Q water, dispersion in the water, 

and extraction by centrifugation. This washing procedure was repeated 10-20 

times. Then the catalyst was washed twice with acetone by the same procedure 

and dried in air overnight at 70 °C.  

 

2.2 Characterization 

2.2.1 N2-adsorption measurements 

Nitrogen (99.999%) physisorption/desorption measurements were performed at 

liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) using a Micromeritics 3000 Tristar II 

instrument. Before the measurement, the sample (100-200 mg) was evacuated at 

200 °C and a pressure below 250 mTorr for 18 hours. BET specific surface area 

was calculated using the Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) equation. Microporosity 

was determined using the t-plot method, while the total pore volume was 
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determined from the desorption isotherm using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda 

(BJH) method.  

2.2.2 Elemental analysis 

Before the elemental analysis, the catalyst samples (approximately 400 mg) 

were burned in air at 900 °C to remove carbon. The heating rate was 5 

°C/minute and this temperature was held for one hour before cooling down to 20 

°C. Then the remaining ash was dissolved in freshly prepared aqua regia, a 1:3 

mixture of HNO3 (1.04 ml, 65%, Merck) and HCl (3.12 ml, 37%, Merck), and 

heated to boiling before dilution with Milli-Q water to 500 ml. The solution was 

analyzed for the Pt, Ni, Fe, and Cu content using an ELEMENT2 High 

Resolution ICP-MS.  

2.2.3. Scanning electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (micrographs) were recorded on a 

Hitachi S-5500 electron microscope by scattered electrons (SE) at 30.0 kV in a 

high vacuum. The samples were dispersed in ethanol (96%) and sonicated for 

approximately 5 minutes in an ultrasonic bath. The mixture was transferred to an 

aluminium sample holder and dried in air at room temperature (approximately 

20 °C). Between 5 and 10 images were obtained from each sample and the most 

representative of them are presented. 

2.2.4 Transmission electron microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs were recorded using a 

JEOL JEM-2010 electron microscope, equipped with a tungsten filament, at an 

acceleration voltage of 200 kV. The samples were dispersed in isopropanol 

(99.9%, VWR) and sonicated for 5 minutes in an ultrasonic bath before being 

deposited on holey carbon TEM copper grids and dried in air at room 
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temperature. Average particle (cluster) size and a particle size distribution were 

obtained from 3-6 representative images (196-463 measured particles) of each 

sample. Dispersion ( Disp ) of one platinum particle was calculated from the 

particle size ( md ) using equation 3 and the average dispersion of all measured 

particles was reported. 

 

                                                                                                                            (3) 

 

To avoid an overestimation of dispersion of small particles, the dispersion value 

of 1 was used for particles with a measured size of less than 1.13 nm. This 

equation assumes spherical particles, as done by Aramendia et al. [116] and an 

atom density on the Pt surface ( Pt ) of 1.24×1015 atoms/cm2. This is the average 

atom density of (111), (100), and (110) crystal faces, as reported by Will [117]. 

The volume of one platinum atom ( PtV ) is 1.51×10-23 cm3/atom and can be 

calculated from the density, the molar mass of platinum, and Avogadro's 

number.  

2.2.5 Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectra were recorded on a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR 800 

spectrometer in air at room temperature and with a 632.8 nm He-Ne laser with 

effect of 30 mW as the excitation source. The laser was focused with a 10x 

objective and no filter was used during the measurement. The G, D, and D' 

peaks were fitted as Lorentzian peaks, while D'' and I were fitted as Gaussian, as 

reported in literature [118; 119; 120].  
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2.2.6 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) spectra 

were collected on a Nicolet iS50 FT-IR with 32 scans at 4 cm-1 resolution. The 

sample material was diluted by spectroscopy grade potassium bromide (KBr, 

Merk) and ground in an agate mortar. The background spectrum from pure KBr 

was subtracted. In addition, CO2 and H2O bands were removed by the OMNIC 

9.2.86 software.  

2.2.7 Thermogravimetric analysis 

The TGA was done on Netzsch-STA 449C Jupiter thermo-microbalance to 

measure the metal loading by burning away carbon in a synthetic air flow (20.0 

ml/min) and measuring the weight of the remaining ash. The ash weight from 

the metal-free material was subtracted from the ash weight of the platinum 

loaded samples to calculate the weight of platinum. An alumina sample crucible 

with between 10 and 30 mg of sample was used. The samples were heated to 

950 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min and this temperature was held for 1 hour 

before cooling down to 20 °C. 

2.2.8 Cyclic voltammetry 

Potentiometric experiments were done in a conventional three-electrode cell 

with a VersaSTAT MC potentiostat with VersaStudio software. The reversible 

H2 electrode (RHE), which is a subtype of the standard hydrogen electrode 

(SHE), was used as reference electrode, a platinum wire was used as counter 

(auxiliary) electrode, and a glassy carbon electrode with deposited sample on 

was used as the working electrode.  

The catalyst samples were dispersed in a mixture of Milli-Q water and ethanol 

(96%) with 3:2 water to ethanol ratio. The concentration of the catalyst samples 
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in the suspension was 1.00 mg per ml. The suspension was sonicated until 

homogenous and 90.0 µg of catalyst was deposited on a disk-type glassy carbon 

electrode before drying in a N2 (99.999%) flow. After the deposition and drying, 

15.0 µl of Nafion® solution (0.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) diluted to 0.05% with 

ethanol was deposited on the electrode and dried again. The electrochemical cell 

was filled with H2SO4 solution (150 ml, 0.50 M) as electrolyte. This electrolyte 

was purged with N2 (99.999%) for approximately 30 minutes prior to the 

measurement. The working electrode was electrochemically preconditioned 

from 0.05 to 1.20 V first at a scan rate 0.10 V/s and then at a scan rate 0.010 V/s. 

After conditioning, the potential was kept at 0.05 V and CO (99.3%) gas was 

bubbled through the electrolyte for 5 minutes. Then nitrogen was bubbled 

through the electrolyte for 30 minutes at this potential to remove excess CO and 

adsorbed CO was stripped at a scan rate of 0.010 V/s.   

The stripping area related to CO oxidation (stripping), _QCO oxidation , was obtained 

using equation 4, as done by Cuesta et al. [121]: 

_ _ _ _ _ _Q  Q Q QCO oxidation CO stripping total Pt oxidation CO adsorp initial                     (4) 

 

Where _ _QCO stripping total  was obtained by subtracting the background Q obtained 

without CO adsorbed (second cycle) from the voltammogram obtained with CO 

(first cycle). _QPt oxidation  was calculated by integration the peak associated with 

reduction of Pt oxide and _ _QCO adsorp initial was assumed to be zero.  

The catalyst dispersion ( Disp ) was calculated by first calculating the active 

surface area of the catalyst, i.e. the area available for CO adsorption ( COS ), as 

seen in equation 5: 
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                                                                                                                            (5)  

 

Where      is the CO monolayer stripping charge, 0.420 mC/cm2 [74; 122; 123] 

and R  is the stripping scan rate, 0.010 V/s. Then the number of active platinum 

atoms ( activePtN  ), i.e. atoms available for the CO adsorption was calculated, 

according to equation 6,   

                                                                                                                                                                       

(6) 

 

Where        is the area of one platinum atom (8.06×10-16 cm2/atom, inverse of the 

surface atom density used in equation 3). Then the dispersion was calculated 

using equation 7: 

                                                                                               

                                                                                                                            (7) 

 

Where        is Avogadro`s number (6.022×1023),          is the catalyst mass 

(gram),        is the metal loading of the catalyst (gmetal/gcatalyst), and         is the 

molar mass of platinum, 195.08 gram/mol. The average particle size ( md ) can 

then be calculated using equation 3. 
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2.2.9 Hydrogen chemisorption      

Hydrogen chemisorption was carried out order to estimate metal dispersion on 

two different instruments. The volumetric chemisorption was carried out on a 

Micromeritics ASAP 2020 unit, while the dynamic pulse chemisorption was 

carried out on a Hiden CATLAB microreactor combined with a Hiden QGA 

mass spectrometer. 

For the volumetric chemisorption, the sample (150-200 mg) was loaded together 

with quartz wool in a U-shaped quartz reactor heated by an electrical furnace. 

The sample was initially evacuated at 100 °C for 0.5 h and then reduced in H2 

(99.999% purity) flow while heating to 500 °C with a heating rate of 10 

°C/minute. When the temperature reached 500 °C, the sample was cooled down 

in a He flow and the measurement was done at 35 °C. After the measurement of 

the first isotherm, the sample was evacuated for 30 min and a second isotherm 

was measured in order to separate strongly and weakly bonded H2.  

For the pulse chemisorption, 12-55 mg of sample was loaded in a quartz tube 

reactor together with quartz wool. The sample was heated in He (flow rate 40 

ml/min, 5 °C /min) up to 500 °C and cooled down to 40 °C before measurement. 

Helium (99.999% purity) was used as carrier gas and the He/H2 (95:5) mixture 

was used as the pulse gas. The pulse volume was 100 µl.  

2.2.10 Measurement of Zeta potentials 

Zeta potentials were measured with Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments 

Ltd.) using electrophoretic light scattering method in which particles move 

under an external electric field and their mobility is determined from the 

Doppler shift of scattered light. The Smoluchowski approximation was used, as 

is commonly done in polar solutions of moderate electrolyte concentrations 

[124; 125]. The measurements were done in disposable capillary cell (DTS1070) 
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at 35 °C. The carbon samples were dispersed in ethylene glycol/ethanol/H2O 

(4:6:1) solution containing 0.09 mol NaCl per liter. The pH was adjusted 

manually with HCl (Merck) and NaOH (VWR Chemicals AnalaR 

NORMAPUR) aquatic solutions and measured by a Mettler Toledo SevenEasy 

benchtop pH meter. 

 

2.3 Catalytic testing 

2.3.1 Propane dehydrogenation experiments 

Catalytic tests were performed at atmospheric pressure in a tubular fixed bed 

quartz reactor, where the catalyst powder (0.100 g) was placed on a quartz frit 

(pore size 40-90 µm) and held in place with quartz wool. The reactor was heated 

by an electrical oven with the temperature controlled by a thermocouple placed 

in a quartz tube and touching the catalyst bed. The catalyst reduction was done 

in He (99.996%), H2 (99.999%), and N2 (99.999%) flow in 50:25:25 ratio with a 

total flow of 100 ml/min while heated to 500 °C. For experiments without prior 

reduction, the heating was done in 100 ml/min flow of He/N2 with 50:50 ratio. 

In both cases the heating rate was 9.5 °C/min. The gaseous products were 

analyzed with an Agilent 3000 Micro Gas Chromatograph with a thermal 

conductivity detector (TCD). Nitrogen (99.999%) was used as an internal 

standard for calculation of propane conversion and carbon based product 

selectivities. The dehydrogenation of propane was carried out at 500 °C with 

feed gases H2 (99.999%), C3H8 (99.3%), and N2 (99.999%) in 0:28:78 or 

4.4:28:70 ratios, with a total flow rate of 100 ml/min. A schematic of the setup is 

shown in Figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the setup used for dehydrogenation experiments. PM1 
and PM2 are pressure meters and 3WV is a 3-way valve. MFC is mass flow 
controller and SV is a safety pressure release valve. 

 

Conversion (  ) and selectivity ( iS ) were calculated using equation 8 and 9 

respectively. 

3 8 3 8
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                                                                                  (8) 
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3 8 3 8

_

_ _

i out
i i

C H in C H out

v
S a

v v


                                                                            (9) 

Where 3 8 _C H inv is the propane flow in the feed, 3 8 _C H outv  is the propane flow 

in the outlet, and _i outv  is the flow of product i in the outlet.  The carbon 

selectivity factor, ia , is dependent on the number of carbon atoms of the 

hydrocarbon product molecules and is 1/3 for CH4, 2/3 for C2H4 and C2H6, and 1 

for C3H6. The carbon balance number (CBN) was calculated using equation 10, 

where the flow of each product was multiplied by the carbon selectivity factor 

and their sum was divided by the propane flow in the feed. 

3 8 3 6 2 4 2 4 2 6 4 42 6

3 8

_

_

100 ( )
C HC H out C H C H C H C H CH CH

C H in

v v a v a v a v
CBN

v
    

         (10) 

The molar reaction rate,                , (mol/(gcat×s)) was calculated using equation 

11 where          is the molar volume at 20 °C and 1 atm (24044 ml/mol) and           

is the catalyst mass in gram.  

3 8 3 6

3 6

_

60
C H in C H

C H mol
mol cat

v S
R

V m
 


                                                                     (11) 

The turnover frequency (TOF ) for the reaction over each catalyst was 

calculated using equation 12, where              is the reaction rate (mol/(gcat×s)),                        

PtM  is the molar mass of platinum (195.08 gram/mol), Disp  is the catalyst 

dispersion, and       is the metal loading of the catalyst (gmetal/gcatalyst). The 

reaction rate after 10 min on stream was used in this calculation. 
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                                                                             (12)         

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

In order to compare with the chemical equilibrium, the simulation data for 

propane dehydrogenation were calculated with the UniSim® Design R400 

software (Honeywell). The modeled reaction temperature was 500 °C and the 

reaction pressure was 1.0 atm. Only the propane dehydrogenation reaction to 

hydrogen and propene was considered. The Peng–Robinson equation of state 

and conditions of equilibrium reactor were used in the simulation. 

2.3.2 Ethene hydrogenation experiments 

The ethene hydrogenation experiments were done at approximately 100 °C at 

the same setup as the propane dehydrogenation experiments (Figure 2.1). The 

catalyst (0.0050 g) was diluted by 1.000 g of silicon carbide (powder, particle 

size between 53 µm and 90 µm), loaded in a reactor and reduced the same way 

as for propane dehydrogenation. The feed composition for catalyst testing was 

H2 (99.999%), C2H4 (99.95%), and N2 (99.999%) in 15:10:75 ratio and the total 

flow rate was 100 ml/min. Conversions were compared after 60 minutes on 

stream to allow the reaction temperature to stabilize. The conversion of ethene 

was calculated using equation 13, by analogy with equation 8 for propane 

dehydrogenation. 

2 4 2 4

2 4

_ _

_

C H in C H out

C H in

v v
v




                                                                              (13)                                              

As with propane dehydrogenation, nitrogen was used as an internal standard to 

compensate for volume (flow) change during the reaction.  
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Catalyst morphology and properties  

Carbon samples were heated in airflow while sample weight was measured. The 

TGA results in Figure 3.1 show that different carbon samples had different onset 

temperature for oxidation, i.e. the temperature at which the sample weight begun 

to decrease. This way the sample resistance towards oxidation was determined. 

The samples with lower onset temperature were more prone to oxidation. The 

order of the oxidation resistance of the carbon supports was:  

graphite > MWCNT ≈ CPCNF > CB > PlCNF 

According to Sebastian et al. [126] the ability of carbon to resist oxidation is 

related to the graphitic character and functionalization. Córdoba et al. [127] have 

reported that the oxidation resistance is influenced by the graphite sheet 

arrangement and graphitization degree. In addition, metal impurities can 

catalyze oxidation of carbons. Obtained results for the oxidation resistance show 

some correlation with the graphitization degree obtained by Raman 

spectroscopy (page 69). As expected, high surface area and low graphitization 

degree supports PlCNF and CB have low oxidation resistance; while low surface 

area and more ordered graphite has a higher resistance to oxidation. The stability 

of CPCNF was lower than the stability of graphite. This contradicts the results 

from Raman that have shown that CPCNF has a higher IG/ID band ratio than 

graphite and is therefore more ordered. Similarly, it cannot be explained by 

different impurity level since no significant amount of impurities was detected 

in the elemental analysis (page 50). However, CPCNF has a higher BET surface 

area than graphite, as determined by N2 physisorption (page 54), and hence 
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CPCNF has a larger area that is exposed to air during heating. This can reduce 

the oxidation resistance of CPCNF compared to graphite.  

In addition to the order of the oxidation resistance, the order of the oxidation 

rates (TG curve slope) can give information about the structure of carbon. Those 

rates are seen as the first derivative of TG curves with respect to time. High 

oxidation rates lead to steeper TG curve (higher slope) and higher negative value 

in DTG curve as presented in Figure 3.1. The order of the oxidation rates is as 

follows: 

CPCNF > CB > MWCNT > graphite > PlCNF 

The TG curve of CPCNF is steeper than graphite, PlCNF, MWCNT, and even 

the CB TG curve. The high slope of CB TG curve can be explained by the 

oxidation-susceptible semi-amorphous structure, while the high slope of the 

CPCNF TG curve cannot be explained by an amorphous structure, because 

CPCNF is highly ordered, as determined by Raman spectroscopy (page 69). 

Low concentration of amorphous carbon is seen indirectly in CPCNF by the 

high temperature of the initiation of gasification (>630 °C). However, once the 

gasification has started, the rate of gasification increased rapidly. According to 

TEM results (page 63) a typical CPCNF fiber consists of two layers, a 

multiwalled layer, similar to MWCNT on the outer surface of the fibers and a 

tilted layer on the inner surface of those fibers. The basal planes on the outer 

surface could be more resistant to the oxidation, while the oxidation of the inner 

surface could be limited by diffusion limitations. When the outer layers are 

oxidized the inner layers will become more exposed and will rapidly oxidize as 

well. This could explain why the combustion rate is so high for this sample. 

MWCNT has a lower gasification initiation temperature (≈ 610 °C, after 58 min) 

than CPCNF, probably because of a higher concentration of defects, as 

determined by Raman spectroscopy (page 69). In spite of this, MWCNT is 
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combusted slower than CPCNF because high aspect ratio nanotubes expose 

predominantly basal planes and do not contain tilted layers as in CPCNF.  
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Figure 3.1 Gasification curves (TG) of the supports (A) and first derivative of 
TG curves with respect to time (B). 
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Similarly, graphite exposes predominantly basal planes which are less 

susceptible to oxidation. Since the oxidation probably occurs mainly along the 

edges of the layers, it will progress slower than when compared with for 

example CB. The slow oxidation of PlCNF is related to the inhomogeneous 

distribution of metal impurity catalyzing the oxidation as described below. 

The gasification curves showing resistance to oxidation of the platinum-

containing catalysts are presented in Figure 3.2. The deposition of platinum has 

severely reduced the resistance of oxidation of all the tested supports, except for 

PlCNF, which was almost unaffected. The order of the oxidation resistance of 

carbon supports with platinum was:  

Pt/graphite > Pt/CPCNF > Pt/MWCNT > Pt/PlCNF > Pt/CB 

This order did not match the order of graphitization degree as determined by the 

Raman spectroscopy (page 69) but is in god correlation to the order of carbon 

support BET surface areas (page 54). The ability of platinum to catalyze the 

oxidation of carbon has been reported by many authors [128; 129]. This effect 

was much more important for reducing the oxidation resistance than the 

presence of defects in the carbon structure. The effect of platinum deposition is 

clearly seen when the temperatures at which 50% of the material is combusted 

are compared. Such temperatures for two parallel measurements are presented in 

Table 3.1. The precision of the measurements is low due to high heating rate (10 

°C/min) and possibly uneven distribution of material in the crucible. However, 

for all the tested samples, with the exception of PlCNF, the deposition of Pt have 

reduced average Tm(1/2) between 175 °C and 206 °C. For PlCNF, the reduction in 

Tm(1/2) was less than 4 °C. This could indicate that PlCNF already contained an 

impurity that acted as an oxidation catalyst and reduced the oxidation resistance. 

As determined by ICP-MS (page 50), this impurity was Ni that probably 

originated from the growth catalyst for PlCNF production. The ability of Ni to 
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catalyze the oxidation of carbons and hydrocarbons is well known and has been 

reported by many authors [130; 131]. 
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Figure 3.2 Gasification curves (TG) of the catalysts (A) and first derivative of 
TG curves with respect to time (B). 
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The first derivative with respect to time of TG curve for Pt/MWCNT is different 

from other curves by having regions where the mass decreases rapidly, followed 

by slowing down of the oxidation rate, as seen in Figure 3.2. This effect has also 

been seen by Stefov et al.  [132] in oxidation of Co containing MWCNTs and 

can be related to a variation of temperature in the sample due to considerable 

amount of heat released as a result of MWCNT burning, followed by heat 

dissipation and a subsequent temperature drop. The ability of metal-containing 

MWCNTs to unevenly combust during programmed heating in air has also been 

described by Arepalli et al. [133].      

Guterman et al. [128] has identified several segments for gasification of Pt-

containing carbon black (XC-72R) in air. The number of segments and their 

slopes is dependent on metal loading, metal dispersion, and properties of the 

carbon support. Some of the segments can be observed in Figure 3.2. For 

example, Pt/CB gasification starts at 30 min (340 °C). This segment ends when 

the slope increases after 42 min (455 °C). Guterman et al. has identified two 

segments in this region, one due to decomposition of functional groups, and the 

second due to oxidation of the surface layers adjacent to the platinum 

nanoparticles. This segment is not as clear for metal-free CB, where the increase 

of the slope was more gradual.  

The rate of oxidation can be influenced by the dispersion of platinum. The high 

concentration of platinum in some regions of the sample can cause local 

overheating, while regions with less platinum will be more stable and will 

oxidize at higher temperatures [128]. Therefore, the presence of carbon that is 

more stable to oxidation in air than the rest of Pt/Carbon sample can indicate an 

uneven distribution of platinum on the carbon surface. However, no clear 

separation of regions with different oxidation rates is seen in Figure 3.2, 

indicating a good distribution (dispersion) of platinum on the carbon surfaces.  
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Table 3.1 Temperatures at which 50% of the sample was combusted during the 
heating. Results from two parallel measurements and their averages are shown. 

Sample name 
 

 

Tm(1/2)  Average Tm(1/2) 

 

Average difference between 

Tm(1/2) with and without Pt  

(°C) 
Parallel I 

(°C) 
Parallel II 

(°C)         (°C) 
Pt/CB 596 531 564 

187 CB 740 762 751 

Pt/MWCNT 661 - 661 

203 MWCNT 830 897 864 

Pt/PlCNF 667 670 669 

3 PlCNF 657 687 672 

Pt/CPCNF 692 636 664 

206 CPCNF 842 898 870 

Pt/graphite 717 715 716 

175 graphite 920 862 891 

 

The ash content obtained as average from 2-3 parallel TG measurements is seen 

in Table 3.2. However, TGA have shown low repeatability (deviation more than 

± 13%). Therefore those results are not considered to be reliable. The precision 

of results of Pt/PlCNF sample was lower than other samples (± 30%). This could 

be caused by the highest (about 1.1%) inhomogeneously distributed impurity 

level, probably remains of the growth catalyst. 
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Table 3.2 Ash content of catalyst samples determined from average results of 2-
3 thermogravimetric analyzes.  
 

Sample 
name 

Loading (%) Ash content of the 
support (%) 

Pt/CB 1.1 < 0.1 

Pt/MWCNT 1.2 < 0.1 

Pt/PlCNF 0.6 1.1 ± 0.3 

Pt/CPCNF 1.3 < 0.1 

Pt/graphite 1.1                 < 0.1 

  

 

The low precision of the results obtained from the TGA led to the need for an 

alternative method for measurement of the metal loading. Therefore, elemental 

analysis with ICP-MS was done. The elemental analysis has shown that all 

supports except for PlCNF did not contain a significant amount of typical 

growth catalyst metals, as presented in Table 3.3. The impurity of Ni and Cu in 

PlCNF sample originates from the growth catalyst used to produce this material. 

The problem with inhomogeneous distribution of the growth catalyst in PlCNF 

that led to low precision in the TGA was solved by a better mixing of the 

powder before some of this powder was taken out for analysis and using a larger 

amount of sample for the analysis (approximately 400 mg). Since Ni in the 

growth catalyst is catalytically active for the conversion of hydrocarbons at 

elevated temperatures, its effect on the propane dehydrogenation and ethene 

hydrogenation reactions had to be investigated. However, this impurity did not 

give any measurable catalytic activity in catalytic tests with Pt-free PlCNF 

(pages 86 and 87).  
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Table 3.3 Composition of the catalysts and the catalyst supports. The studied 
catalysts contained between 0.77 wt% and 0.84 wt% of platinum. Standard 
deviation is given in parenthesis. Only Pt/PlCNF contained significant amounts 
of metal (Ni and Cu) impurity.   

 

The measured platinum loading was slightly lower than the nominal loading of 

1.0% and found to be in the range 0.77-0.84% for all the tested catalysts. This 

deviation could be caused by an error during weighing, caused by a high 

hygroscopicity of H2PtCl6·(H2O)6 metal precursor. This hygroscopicity was high 

enough to turn the solid precursor into liquid in few minutes of exposure to the 

atmosphere. Alternatively, some Pt could be lost by insufficient anchoring to the 

support. It is common that the actual loading is lower than the calculated loading 

because some loss of Pt in the metal deposition process [128]. This loss depends 

on both the surface area of the support and the electrostatic interaction between 

the platinum colloids and the carbon support in the synthesis process. In the 

Sample code Support material Ni 

wt% (SD) 

Cu 

wt% (SD) 

Fe 

wt% 

Pt 

wt% (SD) 

Pt/CB carbon black <0.001 0.003 <0.002 0.82(1.4E-02) 

Pt/MWCNT graphitized 

multiwalled 

carbon 

nanotubes 

<0.001 0.002 <0.002 0.84 (1.8E-02) 

Pt/PlCNF platelet  carbon 

nanofibers 

0.31 (5.6E-03) 0.11 (2.8E-03) <0.002 0.81 (1.3E-02) 

Pt/CPCNF conical platelet 

carbon 

nanofibers 

<0.001 0.007 <0.004 0.77 (1.1E-02) 

Pt/graphite graphite <0.001 0.002 <0.004 0.78 (1.6E-02) 
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polyol method, the relation between the actual loading and the nominal loading 

is controlled by pH [51]. In a basic suspension, the negatively charged (glycolate 

anion stabilized) platinum particles are repelled from each other and from the 

(negatively charged oxygen-containing carbon) support. At lower pH, the 

repulsive forces become weaker and the particles will be deposited on the 

support. If the pH is too low, the actual loading on the support will get closer to 

the nominal, at the cost of particle dispersion. The relative value of the 

electrostatic interaction can be estimated by measuring the isoelectric point of 

the carbon supports in a solution with a similar composition to the solution used 

for the metal deposition. The pH during the deposition of platinum colloids was 

between pH 3.1 and pH 3.3. Zeta potential graphs are presented in Figure 3.3 

and the estimated IEPs are presented in Table 3.4. As seen from both Figure 3.3 

and Table 3.4 all the tested supports had positive zeta potentials at the platinum 

deposition pH and this is favorable for the interaction between the negatively 

charged platinum colloids [51] and the support.  

CB (XC-72R) has IEP around 5 in aquatic suspension according to literature 

[134]. Here the IEP was measured in ethylene glycol/ethanol/H2O solution 

similar in composition to the solution used for Pt deposition. Nevertheless, the 

measured IEP for CB was found to be close to the literature data. All other 

tested carbons had IEP around 5.0 ± 0.3 and this indicates that none of the tested 

supports had a high concentration of acidic functional groups on their surface. 

This is in agreement with results obtained by FTIR spectroscopy (page 67). All 

the tested supports had IEP above the deposition pH, as seen in Table 3.4 and 

the carbon surface had a positive zeta potential during the deposition of 

platinum.  
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Figure 3.3 Dependence of zeta potential of the carbon supports on the pH. All 
the tested carbon materials had IEP around 5.0 ± 0.3.  

 

Although the concentration of the oxygen-containing groups was low, the 

obtained results indicate that they were present because the isoelectric point is 

below 7. Oxygen-containing groups can form at edges or other defects by 

exposure to air. For example sites with higher concentrations of edge-localized 

unpaired electrons are unstable and will easily undergo additional reactions at 

many preparatory conditions [135]. However, the measurement of IEP has 

shown that the concentration of those groups was too low to cause a negative 

surface charge of carbons at the Pt deposition conditions and they did not affect 

the dispersion of platinum by repulsive electrostatic forces between the platinum 

colloids and the supports.     
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Table 3.4 The Pt deposition pH and IEP for the studied catalysts.  

 Samples Deposition pH Isoelectric point (IEP)  

CB 3.2 4.9 

MWCNT 3.3 5.0 

PlCNT 3.1 4.7 

CPCNF 3.2 5.2 

graphite 3.2 5.0 

 

The results from N2 physisorption are presented in Table 3.5. The BET surface 

area of catalysts with high surface area supports, i.e. Pt/CB and Pt/PlCNF, is 

slightly less when compared with Pt-free carbons (CB and PlCNF). A small 

reduction of less than 1% is expected because catalyst contains both carbon and 

platinum as opposed to only carbon (and small amounts of possible impurities) 

in Pt-free supports. Nevertheless, the surface area of Pt/CB and Pt/PlCNF 

catalysts was 5% and 3% less than for CB and PlCNF supports respectively. No 

measurable change in the surface area was observed for low surface area 

supports, CPCNF and graphite, probably because such changes were below the 

detection limit. The reduction of the surface area can be explained by clustering 

of support particles during drying. It is also possible that some of the reduction 

was caused by the blockage of micropores by Pt or support particles, reducing 

their availability to N2 molecules.  

The CB support has the highest t-plot micropore volume. When compared with 

the cumulative pore volume, as determined by BJH, about 21% of the pore 

volume in CB is originating from the micropores. This is the highest fraction of 

micropores among the tested carbon materials. PlCNF shows similar cumulative 

pore volume as CB, but the fraction of micropores is much lower in this 

material. Instead, more than 95% of its pore volume consists of mesopores. 
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Therefore, the adsorption-desorption isotherms for PlCNF have a clearly visible 

hysteresis as seen in Figure 3.4. Similar but less clear hysteresis is visible for CB 

and MWCNT indicating the presence of mesopores in those materials.    

Table 3.5 Surface area and porosity of the catalysts and the catalyst supports. 
Platinum deposition resulted a small decrease of the surface area, while no 
significant change in the pore volume was detected.  

Samples BET surface area 
(m2/g) 

Pore Volume1 

(cm³/g). 
Micropores t-plot 

(cm³/g) 

CB 230 ± 2 0.18 0.037 

Pt/CB 218 ± 2 0.18 0.035 

MWCNT 73.7 ± 0.4 0.11 0.001 

Pt/MWCNT 72.8 ± 0.4 0.12 0.001 

PlCNF 186 ± 0.5 0.18 0.008 

Pt/PlCNF 180 ± 0.4 0.18 0.007 

CPCNF 19.9 ± 0.2 0.03 0.000 

Pt/CPCNF 20.3 ± 0.1 0.03 0.001 

graphite 9.35 ± 0.05 0.01 0.000 

Pt/graphite 9.40 ± 0.02  0.01 0.000 

Note: 1. BJH Adsorption cumulative volume of pores between 17 Å and 3000 Å 
diameter (cm³/g). 

 

The deposition of platinum did not have any significant effect on the shape of N2 

physisorption isotherms, as seen in Figure 3.4. Observed isotherm shapes for CB 

and PlCNF can be described as Pseudo-Type II isotherms by the IUPAC 
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classification [136]. The Type II isotherms are commonly a result of monolayer-

multilayer adsorption at nonporous or macroporous adsorbents. The transition 

from monolayer to multilayer is seen as a reduction of the slope during the 

adsorption. This point was termed Point B by Brunauer, Emmet, and Teller 

[137]. For CB and PlCNF, this is seen in at P/P0 between 0.03 and 0.05. The 

difference between Type II and Pseudo-Type II isotherms is the presence of a 

hysteresis in the multilayer region of the latter. The mesopores responsible for 

this hysteresis are often described as “slit-shaped” [136]. According to the 

IUPAC classification, the observed hysteresis is type H3 [138]. This means that 

the mesopore size distribution is wide [139]. In case of MWCNT, PlCNF, and 

CB those pores are probably voids between different nanofibers or carbon 

particles.    

The Point B is less clear for graphite, CPCNF, and MWCNT. Therefore, those 

materials exhibit an intermediate isotherm type between Pseudo-Type II and 

Type III. Those isotherms are convex to the P/P0 axis and do not display a clear 

transition from the monolayer to the multilayer adsorption. Type III isotherms 

are caused by a weak adsorbent-adsorbate interaction as compared with the 

adsorbate-adsorbate interaction. This isotherm type is not common and can be 

observed for example with water vapor adsorption on pure nonporous carbons 

[138]. A small deviation from convex shape towards a stepwise isotherm is seen 

in MWCNT and CPCNF at high Y axis magnification. This is typical for Type 

VI isotherm where the multilayer adsorption is stepwise, and the filling of each 

layer is distinct from each other [138]. This property of CNFs has been reported 

in the literature [79].   
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Figure 3.4 Adsorption and desorption isotherms of catalyst supports (A) and 
catalysts (B). 
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The SEM image in Figure 3.5 shows that CB consists of aggregated carbon 

particles. As seen in the TEM image in Figure 3.6(A), the distribution of 

platinum nanoparticles on CB was not entirely homogeneous in spite of a 

relatively smooth TG curve obtained during oxidation of this catalyst in air 

(pages 46 and 47). This could be due to insufficient sonication during the 

catalyst preparation. A uniform distribution is harder to achieve on CB than on 

other supports in this work because CB has high meso- and micro- porosity as 

seen from N2 physisorption results (page 54). However, CB has a higher surface 

area that provides sufficient distance between particles to avoid agglomeration, 

so this non-uniform distribution is not expected to have a significant effect on 

the catalytic properties of this material.    

 

 
Figure 3.5 SEM image of Pt/CB. The image shows clustered carbon black 
particles.  
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Figure 3.6 The TEM image A shows that Pt metal particles are not distributed 
homogeneously on the sample surface. Image B shows that Pt particles on the 
surface are predominantly spherical or oval in shape.   
 

The majority of the carbon nanotubes have diameters of 20-50 nm as seen in 

Figure 3.7. The multiwall structure of MWCNT support was confirmed by 

TEM, as seen in Figure 3.8. The TEM images of Pt/MWCNT show that CNTs 

have closed tips, so the void inside the CNTs was not accessible to the platinum 

colloids.  

 
Figure 3.7 SEM image of Pt/MWCNT showing clustered carbon nanotubes.  

A 

 

B 
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The surface of carbon nanotube in Figure 3.8A seems to be different in the 

upper and lower part the tube. While it entirely consists of parallel layers above, 

it is seen that some pyrolytic secondary carbon is deposited at the downside of 

the tube. Such overlayers with pyrolytic carbon are usually undesired because 

they can significantly affect the surface properties of the material [3]. Closer 

inspection from other regions of the sample has shown that the majority of the 

nanotubes in this material do not have such overlayers. Therefore, this sample 

should exhibit MWCNT surface properties. However, the presence of the 

pyrolytic carbon cannot be neglected because such carbon can have more 

anchoring sites for Pt deposition than the clean MWCNT surface. 

 

 
Figure 3.8 The parallel multiwalled tube structure is clearly seen in the TEM 
images A and D. The TEM images B, C, and D show the platinum nanoparticle 
distribution on MWCNTs.  

A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

D 
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The SEM image in Figure 3.9 shows that the platelet fibers were not as well 

defined as MWCNTs or CPCNFs. They have irregular shapes and lower aspect 

ratio. The TEM images, as seen in Figure 3.10, confirm the platelet structure of 

the fibers, although many of the layers are not perpendicular to the principal 

axis. Some regions with undefined crystallinity exist in this sample, but the 

majority of the platinum particles are deposited on the graphitic edges on the 

surface of nanofibers. The deposited platinum particles have a flat shape, as seen 

when the particles are viewed at the edge of the fibers in Figure 3.10(B). This 

indicates stronger metal-support interaction than what was observed for CB and 

possibly MWCNT. Similar effects of the metal-support interaction between the 

platinum particles and platelet carbon nanofibers have been described in the 

literature [74; 93]. 

 

 
Figure 3.9 SEM image of Pt/PlCNF showing that the platelet fibers had a low 
aspect ratio and irregular width. 
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Figure 3.10 The TEM images A and C shows that PlCNFs consist of graphitic 
layers, but a large fraction of the layers are not perpendicular to the principal 
(fiber direction) axis. Image B shows that platinum particles deposited on the 
surface of the fiber have elongated shape. 
 

A 

 

B 

 

C 
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The SEM images of CPCNF, as seen in Figure 3.11, show that the majority of 

the carbon nanofibers had high aspect ratio and diameters between 50 nm and 

150 nm. However, very little information was obtained from SEM on the inner 

structure of the fibers.  

 

 
Figure 3.11 SEM image of Pt/CPCNF showing that fibers have high aspect ratio 
and diameters between 50 nm and 150 nm.  
 

The TEM images, on the other hand, were much more informative and have 

shown that this sample consists of at least three different types of hollow fibers. 

There are bamboo-type of fibers, i.e. fibers with closed interior compartments 

[140], fibers with cavities in their walls, and fibers with a stacked-cup structure. 

The last type is most common and, as seen in Figure 3.12, the fibers consist of a 

parallel layer on the outside and tilted stacked-cup layer inside. This is 

important, as the outer and inner surface of the fibers will exhibit different 

properties. This structure has also been observed in other commercial CNFs by 

other groups [91]. The inner cavity of those fibers is accessible to the platinum 

nanoparticles and the majority of platinum nanoparticles are deposited there.  
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Figure 3.12 TEM images show that the sample consists of at least three 
different types of hollow fibers, as seen in image A. Some of the Pt particles are 
located inside the hollow fibers, as well as on the fiber surface (B). Image C 
shows conical platelet fibers inside a multiwalled structure.   

The ability of metal particles to deposit on the inner surface of carbon 

nanofibers has been previously demonstrated by Winter et al. [141] using an ion 

adsorption method and HNO3-treated CNFs and later by Li et al. [91] using 

modified polyol method and CNFs oxidized by HNO3 and H2SO4 containing 

A 

C 
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solution. In this work, the particles that are deposited on the outer surface of 

those fibers seem to agglomerate easily, indicating low interaction and few 

anchoring sites. On the other hand, particles on the inner surface of the fibers 

seem to agglomerate less and this indicates a larger concentration of anchoring 

sites. The tilted layers on the inner surface of CNFs are better suited for metal 

particle deposition and this could be caused by a better interaction between the 

edges of the layers containing dangling bonds and the platinum particles. 

Figure 3.13 shows that the graphite sample consist of large graphite particles 

(<20 µm according to the supplier) and the platinum nanoparticles were 

deposited on their surface. Low surface area of the graphite support led to 

extensive agglomeration of platinum particles and larger particles consisting of 

several clustered particles can be observed with SEM, seen as small bright dots 

on the graphite surface in Figure 3.13. As seen in Figure 3.14, there are some 

regions with a higher concentration of particles and where particles are probably 

deposited on edges of graphite layers. This is expected as the edges and other 

defects are more likely to provide an anchoring site to metal particles.  

 
Figure 3.13 SEM images showing relatively large graphite particles covered by 
platinum particles.  
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Figure 3.14 Agglomerations of platinum nanoparticles on the graphite surface. 
The elongated shape of agglomerates as, seen in image A and B, indicates that 
platinum particles are anchored along the edges of graphite layers. Image C 
shows the crystal structures of some of the particles.  
 

Unlike particles deposited on other supports studied in this thesis, some of the 

particles seen in Figure 3.14(C) seem to be highly crystalline with their surface 
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structure visible at applied resolution. This could be caused by larger particles 

on the Pt/graphite than other studied catalysts and a better metal-support contrast 

of the images. 

The FTIR results (Figure 3.15) do not show any significant presence of oxygen-

containing functional groups except for -OH. The typical oxygen-containing 

functional groups found on carbon surfaces are anhydrides, ketones, aldehydes, 

esters, quinones, carboxylic acids, ethers, lactones, and phenols. Anhydrides 

have been reported by Shin et al.  [142] and references therein, to give a band at 

1880-1740 cm-1. The stretching mode of ketonic C=O groups of ketones, 

aldehydes and esters would appear at 1740 cm-1 if those groups are not 

conjugated with a double band or aryl group [143]. Conjugated ketones or 

quinones appear at 1670-1660 cm-1 [142; 144; 145]. Aromatic carboxyl acid 

group would give a band in 1700-1680 cm-1 region and are affected by different 

peripheral functional groups, and the non-aromatic carboxyl acid groups have 

been reported to give a band at 1712 cm-1 [142]. Ether type structures would 

give C-O stretching vibration bands at 1245 cm-1 and 1160 cm-1 [143]. Lactones 

have been reported to appear at 1740-1710 cm-1 and 1264-1260 cm-1 and the 

phenolic groups would appear in the 1200-1100 cm-1 region [142; 143].  

The broad band at 3434 cm-1 can be assigned to hydroxyl stretching vibrations 

of the HO- group and adsorbed water, as observed by Gomez-Serrano et al. 

[143] and Puziy et al. [146]. The broadness of this band indicates involvement 

of the hydroxyl groups in hydrogen bonding. Bands at 2955 cm-1, 2921 cm-1, 

and 2854 cm-1 can be assigned to CH3 and CH2 stretching vibrations as observed 

by Gomez-Serrano et al. [143], Puziy et al. [146] and Russo et al. [147]. 
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Fig. 3.15 FTIR spectra of the catalysts. The reflectance axis has arbitrary units 
for each sample. Therefore, the absorption peaks are for qualitative comparison. 
Letter υ denotes stretching modes and δ denotes in-plane bending modes. All 
spectra have shown similar absorption bands. 

 

Two very weak bands, at 1738 cm-1 and at 1702 cm-1, have been observed for all 

supports, as seen in Figure 3.15. However, those bands are too weak to firmly 

identify them as ketone or carboxyl groups. The band at 1628 cm-1  can be 

assigned to adsorbed water on the KBr. Teng et al. [148] have observed this 

band at 1630 cm-1.  A small shoulder of this band can be observed at 1654 cm-1 

and can be attributed to C=C stretching at terminal olefinic bonds [143]. The 

band at 1462 cm-1 can be attributed to the asymmetrical bending (scissor) mode 

of CH3 and CH2 groups and has been reported by Gomez-Serrano et al. [143] 

and Teng et al. [148]. The band at 1382 cm-1 can be assigned to CH2 and CH3 

bending vibrations, as observed by Gomez-Serrano et al. [143] and Russo et al. 
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[147].  Pt/CB and Pt/PlCNF background spectra are sloping down to lower 

wavenumbers. This could be due to scatter from sample particles causing deeper 

light penetration at the longer wavelengths (lower wavenumbers). The presence 

of bending and stretching modes of C-H can be clearly observed for all samples 

indicating that all supports, including carbon nanotubes and fibers contain 

defects. The degree of disorder in carbon supports can be assessed from Raman 

spectra, presented in Figure 3.16. 

The FTIR technique is not very sensitive for characterization of materials with 

small amounts of functional groups [3], and the absence of any definite 

absorption bands from the oxygen-containing functional groups does not 

provide evidence that those groups are absent. Therefore, to ensure that acidic 

functional groups do not reduce the isoelectric point enough to cause an 

electrostatic repulsion between the Pt particles and the supports during the metal 

deposition, a measurement of the zeta potential was done (page 52). 

The Raman spectra of the catalysts are presented in Figure 3.16. The spectra of 

the platinum-free supports were also collected (not shown), but they were 

similar to the spectra of the catalysts in Figure 3.16.  

Since Raman spectra of carbon materials are usually composed of several 

overlapping bands, a deconvolution is commonly used to obtain more 

information from those spectra. There are no standard procedures for the 

deconvolution of Raman spectra of carbon materials and different research 

groups have reported different number of bands and bandshapes (Gaussian, 

Lorentzian, Breit-Wigner-Fano, pseudo-Voigt, etc.) [119; 149; 150; 151; 152; 

153; 154; 155] in the first order region of Raman spectra (1000-1800 cm-1).  In 

this work, five bands in the first order region were fitted as described in several 

other studies [118; 119; 120]. 
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Figure 3.16 Raman spectra of carbon-supported catalysts. The G/D band ratio 
shows that Pt/PlCNF had the highest degree of disorder, while Pt/CPCNF had 
the highest degree of order. 
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The most important bands in the five band fitting procedure of the first order 

region of carbon spectra are I, D, D'', G, and D': 

 The I band can be related to disorder in the graphitic lattice or polyene-

like structures [120; 156]. The maximum of this band was observed in the 

1230-1304 cm-1 range.  

 The maximum of the D band is observed in the 1319-1330 cm-1 range. 

The position of this band is dependent on the type of laser used and moves 

to lower Raman shift with increasing laser wavelength [149; 157; 158]. 

Choi et al. [159] have reported this band in the 1350 cm-1 range for 

MWCNTs when 633 nm laser was used. Vallerot et al. [119] have 

observed this band in pyrocarbons at 1330 cm-1 using the same type of 

laser. This band is associated with a disorder of carbon and stems from a 

double resonance process involving a phonon and defects such as edges, 

vacancies or dopants [120]. 

 The D'' band has been attributed to the presence of amorphous carbon 

[150], [120]. It was observed in the 1440-1518 cm-1 range.  

 The first order Raman allowed G band originates from the stretching of 

the C-C bond and is common for all sp2 carbon materials. This band is 

observed in 1573-1579 cm-1 range and is associated with the degree of 

graphitization order of the carbon. This band is independent of the laser 

wavelength for graphitic samples, but as reported by Ferrari et al. [149], 

this band can move to lower Raman shift with increasing laser wavelength 

in amorphous samples. Choi et al. [159] have reported this band in the 

1582 cm-1 range for MWCNTs when a 633 nm laser is used.  
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 The maximum of the D' band is observed in 1600-1619 cm-1 range. This 

band is overlapping with the much stronger G band and is disorder related 

[151; 119]. Choi et al. [159] have reported this band in the 1610 cm-1 

range for MWCNTs, while Vallerot et al. [119] have observed this band 

in heat treated pyrocarbons at 1620 cm-1. 

In the second order region, a band called 2D is observed for some of the studied 

catalysts. This band is also known as G' band [157; 160] and is observed in 

2645-2674 cm-1 range. This is the second order of the D band [160]. As with D 

band, the position of this band is dependent on laser wavelength. However, this 

band does not require a defect for activation. The 2D band was not observed for 

samples with low graphitization degree (Pt/PlCNF and Pt/CB), while it was 

clearly visible in more graphitic samples (Pt/MWCNT, Pt/graphite, and 

Pt/CPCNF). Its intensity can be related to spatial uniformity in the graphitic 

plane or the uniformity of interlayer spacing [120]. The suppression or the 

absence of 2D band in disordered carbons has been observed by Ferrari [160] 

and by McEvoy et al. [120].  

The ratio of the intensity of the G band and the D band (G/D) is often assumed 

to be proportional to the crystallite size (La) and is commonly used to assess the 

extent of graphitization degree of carbon materials [150; 161; 152; 153]. 

However, this value is only recommendatory since simple G/D comparison has 

many uncertainties, including a nonlinear dependence on the crystallite size, 

when the crystal size is below 2 nm [154] and dependence on excitation 

wavelength [157]. Based on the G/D band ratio, we observe the following 

increasing degree of disorder:  

Pt/CPCNF(1.20)>Pt/graphite(1.17)>Pt/MWCNT(1.09)>Pt/CB(0.35)>Pt/PlCNF(0.29) 
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The high crystallinity of CPCNF is not surprising since this sample has been 

thermally treated to 2900°C in inert atmosphere according to the supplier (page 

30).  

The lower G/D ratio of PlCNF compared to CB seemingly indicates that PlCNF 

is more disordered than carbon black, which is known for poor crystallinity. The 

TEM results (Figure 3.10, page 61) show that PlCNF although having many 

defects, consists of graphitic layers on top of each other. Hence, it should 

contain a higher concentration of sixfold aromatic rings. For disordered carbons, 

the intensity of the D band becomes proportional to the probability of finding a 

sixfold ring in a given area while the G band does not require a sixfold ring. 

Therefore, high D band in distorted carbons can indicate ordering, which is the 

opposite of what is observed for more graphitic carbons [149; 155].  

 

3.2. Dispersion of platinum 

The platinum colloid deposition (modified polyol) method is suitable for 

studying the effect of different supports because the Pt colloids are premade in a 

solution. Their formation is therefore not affected by the support. Sintering of 

the particles can still occur during and after the deposition (page 64 and 75), but 

the initial particle size is expected to be the same. Likewise, if Pt particles are 

formed in a solution, then this formation of the particles can not affect surface 

chemistry of the supports. A study by Coloma et al. [53] has shown that 

reduction of hexachloroplatinic acid on a carbon support can cause an 

introduction of oxygen-containing functional groups. Since functional groups 

can have an effect on catalytic properties of the samples, it is advantageous that 

the main step of the platinum reduction is done before the deposition on the 
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support. Figure 3.17 shows the color change as platinum is reduced by ethylene 

glycol and Pt colloids are formed in an alkaline solution.  

 

Figure 3.17 During the heat treatment, the Pt colloids are formed from a 
solution. This is observed as a color change from yellow H2PtCl6 solution (left) 
to dark platinum colloid suspension (right).  
 

One of the most important parameters of supported metal catalysts is the 

dispersion of the catalytic metal because it can affect the utilization of the 

catalytic metal and have an effect on structure sensitive reactions. Therefore, the 

metal dispersion of the catalysts was measured by chemisorption, cyclic 

voltammetry, and TEM. Figure 3.18 shows the results of the dynamic 

chemisorption measurements over CB support and a Pt/CB catalyst sample. No 

hydrogen adsorption activity was measured over the bare support. When Pt/CB 

was heated in a helium flow, hydrogen evolution was detected with a maximum 

at 370 °C. Similar hydrogen evolution at 350 °C was observed by Jiang et al. 

[162], and it was attributed to desorption of hydrogen that was adsorbed on the 

sample due to the spillover effect.  
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Figure 3.18 Dynamic chemisorption measurement over the CB support (A) and 
the Pt/CB sample (B). No H2 adsorption was detected over CB, while only small 
amounts of H2 were adsorbed on Pt/CB. 
 

In spite of a desorption of significant amounts of hydrogen during heating, only 

a negligible amount of hydrogen was adsorbed during the H2 pulses at 40 °C. 

Similar results were obtained for Pt/graphite and Pt/CPCNF, while Pt/MWCNT 

and Pt/PlCNF were not tested. The amount of adsorbed or desorbed hydrogen 

was not reproducible and could not give quantitative estimates of the platinum 

dispersion. A similar problem was observed with the static chemisorption. 

Neither the static volumetric nor the dynamic chemisorption yielded 

reproducible results. The difficulty of measuring metal dispersion by hydrogen 

chemisorption on metal/carbon catalysts has been observed by other authors 

[163; 164].  

The TEM results were more informative, and the TEM images are presented in 

Figures 3.6, 3.8, 3.10, 3.12, and 3.14 (pages 58, 59, 61, 63, and 65 respectively). 

The results of the Pt particle size measurements are shown in Figure 3.19 and 

Table 3.6. As expected, catalysts with low surface area supports (page 54), 

graphite and CPCNF, had comparatively large average metal particle sizes of 

3.1 nm and 2.4 nm respectively. On the other hand, the supports with higher 

surface areas, MWCNT, PlCNF, and CB, had smaller average Pt particle size of 
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1.5 - 1.6 nm. The larger average particle size on graphite and CPCNF than on 

other supports was caused by a small fraction of large particles, seen as a tail 

above 5 nm in the particle size distribution histogram in Figure 3.19. Since all 

catalyst samples in this thesis were prepared from the same colloidal platinum 

suspension, it is reasonable to assume that large particles arise from 

agglomeration of smaller particles. For example for graphite, the increase in the 

number of particles larger than 1.5 nm came at the expense of particles in the 0-

1.5 nm size range. This gives the size distribution histogram a skewed shape. 

Another indication of Pt particle agglomeration on Pt/graphite is seen directly 

from the TEM micrographs presented in Figure 3.14 (page 65). The elongated 

agglomerated particles are observed along the graphite flake edges. This could 

be caused by scarcity of other anchoring sites on the graphite surface. A similar, 

but smaller tail than for Pt/graphite is observed for Pt/CPCNF. The majority of 

observed particles with size above 5 nm were observed on the outer surface of 

the fibers. On the other hand, a majority of the particles inside the hollow fibers 

were between 1.0 nm and 3.5 nm in diameter. The smaller particles on the 

internal surface of the fibers than on the external surface indicates more 

favorable adsorption effects on the tilted layers on the internal surface of the 

fibers, as seen in Figure 3.12 (page 63).  

The Pt particles on PlCNF were well dispersed with an average particle size of 

1.5 nm. This indicates little agglomeration, which is expected since PlCNF had 

high BET surface area (page 85) and many defects (pages 60-61 and pages 69 

and 73) that can act as anchoring sites. No particles below 0.5 nm have been 

observed, but this could be due to limited resolution, rather than an absence of 

those particles. Thus, it is possible that the true average particle size was below 

1.5 nm. As with Pt/PlCNF, Pt/MWCNT had well-dispersed particles with little 

agglomeration and an average particle size around 1.5 nm.  Similar average 
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particle size was observed for Pt/CB. In contrast to Pt/graphite and Pt/CPCNF, 

the high surface area samples did not show any significant tail and the 

agglomeration was much less. Similar dispersion of platinum on the high surface 

area supports indicates that the average particle size of platinum on those 

supports probably approached the average particle size in the colloid suspension. 
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Figure 3.19 Platinum particle size distributions. Pt/MWCNT and Pt/PlCNF had 
the highest platinum dispersion (79%), while Pt/graphite had the lowest (46%). 
The catalysts Pt/CPCNF and Pt/graphite show the most significant tail in the 
particle distribution histogram, due to particle agglomeration.  

 

The measurement of particle sizes by TEM is a very useful method to determine 

metal particle dispersion on supports, but this method has some limitations. It 

can be difficult to obtain representative images of a sample by studying only a 

small area, especially in samples with a very wide particle size distribution 
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caused by severe agglomeration [122] as Pt/graphite in this work. In addition, 

small particles can be invisible if the TEM resolution is too low, and this can 

lead to overestimation of the average particle size. There are also some 

difficulties in accurate measurement of the size of particles that are in close 

proximity to each other. Therefore, the TEM results have to be confirmed by 

other methods. A useful method for determining metal dispersion on 

(conductive) carbon supports is the cyclic voltammetry. It is performed by 

cycling the potential of a working electrode with a sample back and forth 

between two values, causing redox reactions and measuring the resulting 

current. This technique can be used to study adsorption and desorption of 

compounds such as H2 or CO on a metal surface and measure the metal surface 

area (and metal dispersion) available for the reaction. The CO stripping 

voltammetry method usually operates with the following assumptions [123]:  

I. Probed species (CO) form a saturated adlayer on the metal surface in a 

certain potential region. 

II. The stoichiometric ratio between the metal atom and the adsorbed CO is 

constant. 

The coverage of the saturated adlayer in the first assumption is dependent on the 

potential during the CO adsorption. As shown by Cuesta et al. [121] to achieve 

high coverage of CO in CO-free solution (0.68 for Pt(111) and 0.78 for Pt(100)), 

this potential has to be below 0.25 V against RHE. In this work, the adsorption 

potential was 0.05 V. 

There is no consensus on what the stoichiometric ratio between CO and 

platinum is. Different values between 0.65 and 0.8 ML (metal to ligand) have 

been reported [123]. As shown by Cuesta et al. [121] at adsorption potential 0.1 

V against RHE, the adsorbed CO on polycrystalline surfaces is a mixture of on 

top (1 ML) and twofold (0.5 ML) adsorption. This issue is complicated further 
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by the fact that CO adsorbed on platinum and CO in the solution (electrolyte) 

are in a dynamic equilibrium. Therefore, when CO is removed by an inert gas, 

the CO coverage of the electrode will decrease [121]. In CO stripping from the 

platinum surface it is common to use the charge density for oxidation of the 

monolayer value of 0.420 mC/cm2 [74; 122; 123] and this value is assumed to be 

independent of the particle dispersion.    

The voltammograms are presented in Figure 3.20. The thin line is obtained after 

the CO stripping, while the thick line is obtained during the stripping. All 

voltammograms can be divided into three regions, region A, B, and C. The 

stripping of adsorbed hydrogen is seen in the region A. The current in this 

region was higher for the sample without adsorbed CO, indicating that after the 

CO adsorption the Pt surface was occupied by CO rather than hydrogen. It is 

known that CO adsorbs strongly on the platinum surface and can displace most 

other preadsorbed species including hydrogen atoms [165]. When the surface 

was stripped of CO, hydrogen atoms (protons) from the acidic solution will 

again occupy the platinum surface. The adsorbed CO is stripped in region B, and 

the area difference between the voltammograms with and without adsorbed CO 

is dependent on the platinum surface area available for CO adsorption. All 

observed CO stripping peaks have their maximum between 0.85 and 0.90 V. 

Region C occurs at decreasing potential and the observed current in this region 

could be caused by a reduction of platinum oxides that have been formed at 

increasing oxidation potentials [123].  

The simplest approach is to consider that Pt oxide formation is independent of 

the presence of CO and is equal during and after CO stripping [122]. However, 

it is seen in Figure 3.20, that the oxide formation for all tested samples was not 

the same during and after the CO stripping. The effect of CO on platinum 

oxidation is not clear, nevertheless, Chen et al. [123] has reported that repeated 
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CO adsorption and CO stripping will cause a significant alteration in the surface 

structure of catalysts with high dispersion. Chiang et al. [34] has reported that 

the oxide formation and reduction occurs in the region from 0.5 V to 1.0 V and 

this region coincides with the stripping peak.  

The amount of the oxide formation during the CO stripping, as seen in Figure 

3.20, was more significant than in several other studies where potentiometric 

stripping of CO used to characterize platinum catalysts [74; 122]. This could be 

caused by a small size of Pt particles used in this work because small metal 

particles are more oxophilic [166], i.e. more prone to oxidation. It is also 

possible that the observed difference was caused by higher concentration of 

oxygen in the electrolyte after purging with N2. Although the electrolyte was 

purged with N2 for approximately 30 minutes, this difference could have been 

caused by differences in the experimental setup.  

To obtain more accurate results, assuming that the charges for the Pt oxide 

formation and reduction are the same, area C (difference between curve during 

and after the CO stripping) was subtracted from area B. Both the results with 

and without correction for the oxide formation are presented in this thesis 

(Tables 3.6 and 3.7). 

Observed CO stripping peaks were in 0.85-0.86 V range for all catalysts in this 

study except for Pt/MWCNT, which had a stripping peak at 0.90 V. According 

to Maillard et al. [167] the overpotential for CO oxidation on the platinum 

surface can indicate a high dispersion of platinum. However, as seen from Table 

3.6, Pt/PlCNF has at least as high dispersion, and no such overpotential was 

observed for this sample. Other authors have reported that the position of the CO 

stripping peak can be influenced by the type of Pt crystal surface [168].  
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Figure 3.20 Voltammograms for the catalysts studied in this thesis. First 
stripping after CO adsorption (thick line) was done, then the second stripping 
(thin line) was done to obtain a voltammogram of CO-free catalyst. Results of 
the particle size and dispersion measurements from TEM and CV can be seen in 
Table 3.6. 
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Mayrhofer et al. [166] have reported that the onset potential of CO oxidation is 

almost independent of the Pt particle size. However, the particle size affects the 

rate of the CO oxidation (and CO2 production) with larger particles oxidizing 

CO at a higher rate than smaller particles, due to fewer defects on the surface of 

the latter. In this work all CO stripping measurements were done at the same 

scan rate, so the rate of CO oxidation would influence the shape of the CO 

stripping peak. However, as the majority of the particles in the studied catalysts 

were smaller than 5 nm the effect of different particle sizes on the rate of CO 

oxidation cannot be unambiguously determined. 

Some authors [74; 121; 169; 170]  have reported a prepeak in the region before 

the CO desorption peak and the origin of this prepeak has been discussed in the 

literature. Millard et al. [170] have suggested that two separate stripping peaks 

originate from different electronic properties of particles of different sizes. They 

have reported that a bimodal particle size distribution can result an independent 

population of CO adsorbed on platinum particles observed as a smaller peak 

after the main peak. Muthuswamy et al. [74] has reported that a prepeak about 

0.09-0.15 V before the CO stripping peak appear in a study of catalysts with 

higher Pt loadings (10.6 wt% and 16.7 wt%) on oxidized supports (CNFs), but 

not at lower loading (4.5 %wt). This could indicate that the prepeak was caused 

by an interaction between platinum and the oxidized sites on the support. At 

lower loadings, the negatively charged platinum colloids are deposited on the 

oxygen-free sites, while at higher loadings some of the colloids are deposited on 

sites with acidic oxygen-containing groups. An unfavorable charge interaction 

between negatively charged colloids and acidic groups causes significant 

agglomeration, and those agglomerates could have desorbed CO at the lower 

potential. It is not clear if the prepeak is caused by merely agglomeration or 

metal-support interaction between oxygen-containing groups and platinum.  
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Nevertheless, in this work the supports were not oxidized and the loadings were 

low (<1 wt%) giving monomodal rather than a bimodal distribution of particle 

sizes, so no prepeaks were observed.  

An alternative explanation of the origin of the prepeak has been reported by 

Morimoto et al. [169] and Cuesta et al. [121] on polycrystalline platinum 

electrodes. According to Morimoto et al. [169] the prepeak is caused by 

oxidation of the bridge-bonded CO molecules, while the linear bonded CO 

molecules are oxidized in the main CO stripping peak.  On the other hand, 

Cuesta et al. [121] suggests that the splitting of the stripping peak is caused by a 

difference between CO adsorbed at step sites and terrace sites. Since both linear 

and bridge bonded CO adsorption is expected in this work as well as CO is 

expected to adsorb at both step sites and terrace sites, the absence of the splitting 

of CO stripping peak is not expected. This could be related to a different nature 

of the studied catalysts. Both by Cuesta et al. and Morimoto et al. have studied 

bulk electrodes. Therefore, those catalysts might have different metal surface 

properties than carbon-supported catalysts with highly dispersed metal particles. 

The TEM results generally gave a somewhat higher estimation of dispersion and 

a lower estimation of average particle size than CV results that were corrected 

for oxide formation, as seen from Table 3.6. 

The TEM and the CV results show a good correlation for Pt/PlCNF and the 

discrepancy for this sample is not significant. The discrepancy in the measured 

particle size (corrected for the oxide formation) for Pt/CPCNF and Pt/MWCNF 

is 0.5 nm (21%) and 0.4 nm (27%) respectively. Unfortunately, not enough 

parallel measurements with CV of Pt/CPCNF and Pt/MWCNF were done to 

calculate the standard deviation. 
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Table 3.6 Results showing particle size and dispersion obtained by TEM and 
CV. The discrepancy between TEM and CV results is most pronounced for 
Pt/CB and Pt/graphite. The standard deviation is given in parenthesis. 

  Results from TEM  Results from Cyclic 
voltammetry  

  

Results from Cyclic 
voltammetry  

(corrected for oxide 
formation) 

Samples Particle size   
          
  

nm 

Dispersion  Particle 
size  

   
nm 

Dispersion  
        
 

% 

 
Particle 

size  
       

nm 

Dispersion 
 
 

%         

        
       %   

Pt/CB 1.6 (0.3) 76 (11)  2.1 (0.3) 54 (6) 

 

2.5 (0.2) 45 (4) 

Pt/MWCNT 1.5 (0.1) 79 (2.3)  1.4 79 

 

1.9 60 

Pt/PlCNF 1.5 (0.2) 79 (4.7)  1.3 87 

 

1.5 75 

Pt/CPCNF 2.4 (0.2) 52 (3.7)  2.3 50 

 

2.9 39 

Pt/graphite 3.1 (0.8) 46 (8.4)   6.3 (0.7) 18 (2)   7.9 (1) 14 (2) 
 

 

Since both TEM and CV methods are based on entirely different principles, 

some discrepancy was expected. Both methods are based on assumptions that 

could cause a deviation from the correct value. For example, in case of TEM 

some bias could have been caused by limited TEM resolution when the size of 

overlapping particles is measured. It can be difficult to determine if one 

elongated particle or two (or more) overlapping particles are observed. In case 

of CO stripping, some error could have been caused by premature CO 

desorption during the N2 purging and before the stripping step. Since CO 

adsorbed on the Pt surface is in dynamic equilibrium with CO in the solution 

[121], the surface coverage with adsorbed molecules will go down during the N2 

purging. This will in turn affect the CO monolayer stripping charge that is used 

in equation 5 (page 36). Nevertheless, those discrepancies are not very large and 

this indicates that the TEM and the CV methods can give consistent values for 
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platinum dispersion for platinum catalysts supported by carbon nanofibers and 

carbon nanotubes.  

The discrepancy for Pt/CB and Pt/graphite was more severe with deviation in 

particle size of 0.9 nm (56%) and 4.7 nm (155%) respectively. However, both 

methods gave the same order of metal particle size, as seen from Table 3.6: 

Pt/PlCNF ≤ Pt/MWCNT < Pt/CB < Pt/CPCNF < Pt/graphite 

The larger discrepancy between the CV results and the TEM results for Pt/CB 

could have been caused by the high microporosity of the carbon black support. 

The micropores of CB can be inaccessible to Nafion® micelles (>40 nm in size), 

reducing the electrochemical activity of platinum particles in those pores [83] 

leading to an underestimation of the dispersion. This problem can be especially 

noticeable when low loadings (as in this work) are applied since a large fraction 

of deposited metal particles can be inaccessible due to mass transfer limitations.       

The discrepancy between the CV and TEM results for Pt/graphite could have 

been caused by difficulties in determining the average particle size in this 

sample with TEM. Pronounced particle sintering led to a wide particle size 

distribution (Figures 3.14 page 65 and 3.19, page 76). Therefore, some of the 

largest Pt agglomerates may not be present in the selected TEM images. In 

contrast to TEM, CV gives an estimate of the average particle size in the entire 

sample. A similar discrepancy has been reported by Vidacović et al. [122] when 

comparing TEM and CV methods for determining the average particle size of an 

unsupported platinum catalyst. 

A convenient way to compare electrochemical catalysts is to compare their 

active surface areas per gram of the catalyst metal. The active metal areas of the 

tested catalysts are presented in Table 3.7.  
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Table 3.7 Active platinum surface areas per gram of platinum metal. The order 
of active surface area is the same as the order of particle size and dispersion 
described in the text, with Pt/PlCNF having the largest metal surface area and 
Pt/graphite having the lowest.  

 

CV results not corrected for oxide 

formation  

CV results corrected for oxide 

formation 

Samples m2/gPt 

 

m2/gPt 

Pt/CB 132 (61 %) 

 

112 (61 %) 

Pt/MWCT 196 (90 %) 

 

149 (81 %) 

Pt/PlCNF 217 (100 %) 

 

185 (100 %) 

Pt/CPCNF 124 (57 %) 

 

96 (52 %) 

Pt/graphite 45 (21 %)   36 (19 %) 

 

Since the tested catalysts had similar metal loading, the order of active surface 

area is the same as the order of particle size and dispersion described above. 

 

3.3 Catalytic experiments 

3.3.1 Ethene hydrogenation experiments 

Ethene hydrogenation over platinum is a structure insensitive reaction [171; 172; 

173], i.e. independent of the type of Pt crystal faces exposed. Therefore, this 

reaction is dependent only on the surface area of the active metal. For this 

reason, ethene hydrogenation tests can be done to compare the active surface 

area of different platinum catalysts. 

Ethene hydrogenation is exothermic [109], and therefore the temperature was 

allowed to stabilize at 100 °C during the first 60 min time on stream (TOS). This 

approach assumes that the catalyst deactivation (by polymerization of ethene) 

affects the activity of all samples equally. Experiments without catalysts have 
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shown that at those conditions a contribution from gas phase reactions was 

negligible. Similarly, no catalytic activity was observed over the platinum-free 

supports, showing that the catalytic contribution of carbon supports at the tested 

conditions was negligible. This includes PlCNF support that contained 0.31 wt% 

Ni and indicates that amount of accessible Ni was not enough to have an effect 

on this reaction. The order of catalyst activity reported as conversion of ethene 

after 60 min was:   

Pt/PlCNF(68%) ≈Pt/MWCNT(68%) >Pt/CB(43%) >Pt/CPCNF(35%) >Pt/graphite(16%) 

This order is similar to the order of dispersion obtained from TEM and CV 

(page 83). If the conversions are divided by the platinum loading (page 50) and 

this order is normalized setting the highest conversion (over Pt/PlCNF) to 100% 

then the results can be compared to results of the active surface area per gram of 

platinum in Table 3.7.  

Pt/PlCNF(100%)≈Pt/MWCNT(96%)>Pt/CB(62%)>Pt/CPCNF(54%)>Pt/graphite(24%) 

While TEM indicates that Pt/CB has similar or slightly lower dispersion (and 

active area) than Pt/PlCNF and Pt/MWCNT, both CV and ethene hydrogenation 

methods indicate that Pt was significantly better dispersed on MWCNT and 

PlCNF than on CB. This is in spite of larger BET surface area of CB (page 54). 

This discrepancy can be caused by the larger microporosity of CB causing 

diffusion limitations. Those diffusion limitations could affect both CV and 

ethene hydrogenation results but not the TEM results. The activity for ethene 

hydrogenation of Pt/CB per gram of platinum is about 62% of the activity of 

Pt/PlCNF and this is in line with CV results presented in Table 3.7 showing that 

Pt/CB has 61% of the active surface area of Pt/PlCNF. Low BET surface area 

samples Pt/CPCNF and Pt/graphite show 54% and 24% activity compared to 

Pt/PlCNF. This is also close to values in Table 3.7 of 52-57% and 19-21% 
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respectively. The largest discrepancy was observed for Pt/MWCNT. The 

conversion over Pt/MWCNT was somewhat higher than expected from Table 

3.7 and was 96% of the conversion over Pt/PlCNF, while the measured active 

surface area from Table 3.7 was 81-90% of the active surface area of Pt/PlCNF.  

The most important source of possible error in this experiment was the difficulty 

of controlling the temperature during the first 60 minutes of the reaction.  

Nevertheless, the results confirm that the ethene hydrogenation tests can be used 

to determine the relative active (metal) surface of different platinum-containing 

catalysts. Although this method cannot measure dispersion and particle size 

directly, if the metal loading is known and if the active surface area of one of the 

samples in a series can be determined by another method, an estimate of the 

dispersion and particle size can be calculated.   

 

3.3.2 Propane dehydrogenation experiments 

Propane dehydrogenation without hydrogen in the feed 

Experiments with an empty reactor have shown that the contribution from the 

gas phase reactions was negligible at the tested reaction conditions (with and 

without H2 in the feed). Also experiments with platinum-free carbon supports 

have shown a negligible conversion. Conversions obtained over Pt/CB and 

Pt/MWCNT without the addition of H2 to the feed and without prior reduction of 

the catalyst with H2 are presented in Figure 3.21. The reaction over Pt/CB 

exhibited approximately 8% conversion of propane at 10 min time on stream 

(TOS). This conversion decreased to less than 0.3% after 30 min TOS indicating 

rapid deactivation of the catalyst. The Pt/MWCNT catalyst had very low 

activity, with conversion below 0.5%. 
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Figure 3.21 Conversion results for propane dehydrogenation without prior 
reduction of the catalysts and without the addition of hydrogen to the feed. 
 

The main product was propene, as seen in Table 3.8. No other products were 

detected over Pt/MWCNT, but this could have been caused by low conversion 

leading to product concentrations lower than the detection limits. The detected 

by-products in the reaction over Pt/CB were ethane, ethane, and methane. This 

indicates that the rapid deactivation was probably caused by the coke that was 

produced together with C2 compounds and methane via a cracking mechanism.   

 
Table 3.8 Selectivities to different products during propane dehydrogenation 
without H2 in the feed and without prior reduction. Low conversion over 
Pt/MWCNT led to product concentrations lower than the detection limits.   

Samples  C3H6 (%)   C2H6 (%)   C2H4 (%)   CH4 (%)  

10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 

Pt/CB 98.0 100 0.55 n.d. 0.8 n.d. 0.60 n.d. 

Pt/MWCNT 100 100 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 
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As seen in Figure 3.22, the reduction of the catalysts with H2 prior to the 

catalytic test has increased the conversion over Pt/CB from 8% to 10% after 10 

minutes TOS. This indicates that not all platinum in Pt/CB was in the reduced 

state, and in spite of a reduction step during the catalyst preparation (heating of 

platinum solution with ethylene glycol), some non-metallic Pt remained in the 

catalyst. Therefore, a gas-phase reduction step with H2 was necessary for this 

catalyst. Despite the reduction, the catalysts Pt/graphite, Pt/PlCNF, Pt/CPCNF, 

and Pt/MWCNT exhibited low activity, and lack of a reduction step cannot 

explain the low activity of those catalysts. 
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Figure 3.22 The reduction with hydrogen before the measurement slightly 
improved the conversion over Pt/CB. All other catalysts exhibited low activity.  
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Table 3.9 Selectivity to different products in propane dehydrogenation over 
reduced Pt/CB without H2 in the feed. Propene was the main product. All by-
product concentrations for the catalysts Pt/MWCNT, Pt/PlCNF, Pt/CPCNF, and 
Pt/graphite were below the detection limit due to low conversions and were 
therefore not observed.  

 

 

 

 

 

In spite of the improvement in the activity of Pt/CB catalyst after reduction, the 

catalyst still deactivated rapidly, and the conversion was reduced to 0.6% after 

40 min TOS. All other catalysts have shown very low activity, indicating that 

those catalysts were either inactive or have rapidly deactivated. Since all 

catalysts in this thesis had available platinum, as seen from CV and ethene 

hydrogenation experiments and platinum is catalytically active for propane 

dehydrogenation, the rapid deactivation hypothesis seems more likely. In 

addition, the measured activity of all catalysts was slightly higher the first 5 

minutes on stream, as seen in Figure 3.22, indicating a rapid deactivation at the 

beginning of the reaction. The conversion level the first 2-3 minutes is difficult 

to quantify, because it was measured before the gas that was initially present in 

the reactor (helium) was flushed away, and before the feed gas composition 

(including nitrogen that was used as an internal standard) has stabilized. 

Nevertheless, a measurable and decreasing amount of product in the first 

minutes of the reaction indicates a rapid deactivation, probably by coking. In 

spite of this, the carbon balance number calculated from equation 10 (page 40) 

was 101 ± 3%. Therefore, the amount of produced coke was low, indicating that 

the formed coke was highly toxic to the catalysts.  

Samples  C3H6 (%)   C2H6 (%)   C2H4 (%)   CH4 (%)  

10 
min 

60 
min 

10 
min 

60 
min 

10 
min 

60 
min 

10 
min 

60 
min 

Pt/CB 98.9 100 0.43 n.d. 0.66 n.d. n.d. n.d. 
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Propane dehydrogenation with hydrogen in the feed 

The addition of 4.3% H2 to the feed improved the conversion over all catalysts, 

as seen in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24. This confirms that the observed rapid 

deactivation was caused by coking. After 60 min TOS, the conversion over the 

reduced Pt/CB was 9.1%. Similar positive effect of H2 was observed for other 

catalysts, although they were less active than Pt/CB.  

The effect of hydrogen slowing down the coke formation rate is well known and 

has been observed with other Pt-based catalysts by Li et al. [174]. Calculation of 

the reaction equilibrium with the UniSim Design R400 software has shown that 

the introduction of 4.3% hydrogen to the feed reduced the equilibrium 

conversion, from 30.5% to 24.3%. This was expected because the presence of 

H2 (one of the products) will reduce the equilibrium conversion according to the 

Le Chatelier's principle. However, this conversion was still above the conversion 

achieved by the tested catalysts, thus allowing informative comparison of 

catalysts to be done.  

 
The positive effect of the reduction with H2 prior to the reaction was clearer 

when hydrogen was added to the feed. This was especially noticeable for the 

reaction over catalysts Pt/CB and Pt/PlCNF. The conversion over unreduced 

Pt/CB increased the first 5 minutes on stream when hydrogen was added to the 

feed, as seen in Figure 3.23 (page 94). This can indicate that some of the 

platinum in the catalyst was reduced during the reaction. This was not observed 

in reaction over other catalysts. It is possible that the diffusion limitations in the 

micropores of CB were slowing down the reduction of platinum compared to 

other catalysts. This made the reduction observable as an increase in the 

conversion graph, while the reduction of Pt in other samples was completed 

before the first measurement. Also Pt/PlCNF showed different behavior with 
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and without reduction prior to the catalytic test. In experiments without the 

reduction, this catalyst exhibited lower conversion than Pt/MWCNT, as seen in 

Figure 3.23. After the reduction, this catalyst exhibited higher activity than 

Pt/MWCNT, as seen in Figure 3.24 and as expected from the measured active 

(platinum) surface area of this catalyst (page 85). This could indicate that 

Pt/PlCNF catalyst contained a larger amount of unreduced platinum than 

Pt/MWCNT. However, all catalysts in this thesis were prepared with same 

partially reduced Pt-colloidal dispersion and should contain same amounts of 

unreduced platinum. In addition, it seems unlikely that the platinum was not 

reduced during the catalytic tests with hydrogen in the feed, as observed for 

Pt/CB. It is possible that the reduction with hydrogen prior to the catalytic test 

has affected the metal dispersion of Pt/PlCNF. The TEM study have shown that 

Pt/PlCNF exhibited stronger metal-support interaction than Pt/MWCNT, seen as 

a flat shape of Pt particles on PlCNF support in Figure 3.10 (page 61).  

 
The addition of H2 improved the selectivity to propene, as seen in Table 3.10 

and Table 3.11, probably by suppressing the undesired cracking reactions. 

Generally, the addition of H2 reduced the C2H4/C2H6 ratio and this could indicate 

that hydrogen saturates ethene or its precursors. The selectivity to cracking 

products was reduced, but the amount of change was different for various 

catalysts. For Pt/CB, the addition of H2 did not affect the selectivity to methane 

as much as ethane and ethene. For other catalysts, especially for Pt/MWCNT, 

the reduction of the selectivity to methane was much more significant.  It is not 

clear why propane dehydrogenation over Pt/MWCNT had a much higher 

selectivity to methane than other catalysts. This cannot be explained by the 

higher acidity of oxygen-containing groups on MWCNT, since all supports had 

a similar value of the isoelectric point (page 52). The higher selectivity to 

methane could be related to the metal-support interaction promoting formation 
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of certain platinum crystalline faces. The platinum crystal surfaces with a high 

concentration of kink sites are known to be most active for the hydrogenolysis 

of alkanes [175]. It is possible that it is related to high overpotential to CO 

oxidation, as seen in section 3.2 (pages 79 and 80). However, the TEM images 

could not provide any evidence of a more faceted structure of platinum particles 

on MWCNT.   

 
The selectivities for each catalyst changed differently with time. With an 

addition of H2, the reaction over reduced Pt/CB produced 98% propene after 10 

minutes TOS, and this selectivity was stable after 60 minutes TOS. On the other 

hand, reduced Pt/MWCNT, Pt/PlCNF, Pt/CPCNF, and Pt/graphite had propene 

selectivities of 91.4%, 91.1%, 92.7%, and 93.8% respectively after 10 minutes 

on stream. This selectivity increased by 1-3% after 60 minutes TOS, probably 

due to deactivation of sites responsible for cracking.  

The highest conversion and the best selectivity to propene over Pt/CB both with 

and without H2 comes in spite of the fact that the dispersion (or available Pt 

surface area) of this catalyst was not the highest, as shown by TEM, CV, and 

ethene hydrogenation experiments (pages 83 and 86). The cause of the 

difference between Pt/CB and other tested catalysts is not clear, but CB has 

significantly different structure than the more ordered MWCNT, PlCNF, 

CPCNF, and graphite. This could in turn affect the metal-support interaction and 

favor formation of propene over the coke producing reaction. 
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Figure 3.23 Conversion results for experiments done with the addition of H2 to 
the feed and without prior reduction.  
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Figure 3.24 Conversion results for experiments done with the addition of H2 in 
the feed and after prior reduction with H2.  
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Table 3.10 Selectivities to different products during propane dehydrogenation 
with H2 but without prior reduction. Propene was the main product, but the 
selectivity to cracking by-products was greater than over the reduced catalysts in 
Table 3.11. 

 

 
Table 3.11 Selectivities to different products during propane dehydrogenation 
with H2 after reduction. Propene is the main product, while cracking products 
methane, ethane, and ethene have also been observed.    

 

 

Samples  C3H6 (%)   C2H6 (%)   C2H4 (%)   CH4 (%)  

10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 

Pt/CB 93.8 93.5 4.5 3.4 0.7 2.1 1.0  1.0 

Pt/MWCNT 77.6 84.6 2.4 1.5 3.1 2.4 16.9 11.5 

Pt/PlCNF 87.6 89.7     3.8 2.3 2.2     2.1 6.4 5.9 

Pt/CPCNF 86.1 90.0     1.7 1.1 3.8 3.1 8.4 5.8 

Pt/graphite 88.9 91.6     0.9 0.5 2.2 1.6 8.0 6.3 

Samples  C3H6 (%)   C2H6 (%)   C2H4 (%)   CH4 (%)  

10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 

Pt/CB 97.7 97.9 1.3 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.9 

Pt/MWCNT 91.4 93.7 2.5 1.4 1.4 1.2 4.7 3.7 

Pt/PlCNF 91.1 93.3 3.6 2.0 1.5 1.4 3.8 3.3 

Pt/CPCNF 92.7 95.7 1.6 0.7 2.7 1.5 3.0 2.1 

Pt/graphite 93.8 95.3 1.2 0.5 2.0 1.2 3.0 3.0 
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CB is a commercial carbon black and the only tested support that is not 

composed of stacked graphene layers. The platinum support interaction is 

dependent on the structure of the support, and a semi-crystalline support, such as 

carbon black, will result in a weaker interaction than a crystalline support. It is 

not clear if the observed difference in catalytic properties of the tested catalysts 

is caused by merely electronic effects, or by a possible phase restructuring of the 

platinum particles induced by the stronger interaction with the supports.  This 

difference between different carbon supports could be due to an effect of metal-

support interaction causing particle reconstruction as observed by Muthuswamy 

et al. [74]. They reported that platinum nanoparticles deposited on platelet CNFs 

by the modified polyol method undergoes changes in their geometry as opposed 

to particles deposited on carbon black. A similar effect was observed in this 

study, as seen in Figures 3.06, 3.08, 3.10, and 3.12, carbon supports influences 

shape and possibly crystal structure of deposited platinum particles. However, 

the resolution of applied TEM was not sufficient to confirm the correlation 

between the crystal structure of faces of platinum particles and catalytic 

properties.     

The turnover frequencies (TOF) for propane dehydrogenation with H2 in the 

feed and with reduced catalyst were calculated using the TEM and the CV 

results and are presented in Table 3.12. Both types of catalyst with carbon 

nanofibers (Pt/PlCNF and Pt/CPCNF) and carbon nanotubes (Pt/MWCNT) 

show very similar TOF calculated when CV results are not corrected for Pt 

oxide formation. When the CV results are corrected for the oxide formation, the 

deviation is larger but still acceptable. 
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Table 3.12 The TOF for the propane dehydrogenation reaction after 10 min time 
on stream, calculated from catalyst dispersion obtained from TEM and from CV.  

Samples  
  

TOF values 
from TEM    

TOF values from Cyclic Voltammetry   

   

  

 

 

Not corrected for 
Pt oxide formation 

Corrected for Pt oxide 
formation 

  

 

(s-1) (s-1) (s-1) 

Pt/CB 

 

0.77 

 

1.08 1.30 

Pt/MWCNT 

 

0.35 

 

0.35 0.46 

Pt/PlCNF 

 

0.38 

 

0.35 0.40 

Pt/CPCNF 

 

0.31 

 

0.32 0.41 

Pt/graphite   0.23 

 

0.59 0.77 

 

This indicates that CV and TEM give consistent results when applied to 

characterize this type of catalysts. The TOF results for Pt/graphite and Pt/CB are 

not consistent, due to inconsistency in the value of measured dispersion by the 

TEM and the CV methods. This exposes the weaknesses of each method, as 

TEM gives a larger error when a sample has a wide particle size distribution (as 

on graphite), while the CV method is dependent on accessibility of Pt particles 

in micropores (of CB). 

Nevertheless, both methods indicate that the propane dehydrogenation reaction 

over Pt/CB had a higher TOF than the reaction over the other catalysts, meaning 

that sites in Pt/CB are more active, or other activity is introduced. 

 

The polyol method used in this work did not selectively produced sub-

nanometer Pt particles. Still, some of the particles of size 0.5 nm or smaller have 
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been observed with TEM (page 76). Babar et al. [176] have used ab initio 

projector augmented wave pseudopotential method to study interaction of 

carbon and small Pt clusters and they have concluded that small Pt clusters (up 

to 10 atoms) may not be poisoned by carbon but rather form Pt-C covalent 

bonds that can improve the catalytic activity of those clusters. It can be 

suggested that in this work those covalent Pt-C bonds are formed on non-

graphitic CB rather than CNTs or CNFs and this could be a possible explanation 

for the higher activity of Pt/CB. 
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4. Conclusions 

A set of different carbon-supported Pt catalysts was prepared by depositing 

metal particles from a common suspension of Pt nanoparticles onto a range of 

different carbon supports. After depositing the Pt particles on the support, the 

catalysts were characterized using a range of techniques. The results show that 

TEM and CO stripping by CV give consistent values with a discrepancy in the 

average metal particle size of 27% or less for platinum catalysts supported by 

carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes. There were more severe discrepancies 

between the techniques for Pt/graphite and Pt/CB, probably due to issues with 

the mass transfer limitations, the particle size distributions, and TEM resolution. 

The hydrogenation of ethene, a facile reaction, was also used as a 

characterization tool, and the results confirmed the dispersion. In catalytic 

dehydrogenation of propane, the Pt/CB showed a higher conversion and TOF 

value than catalysts prepared using carbon nanofibers, carbon nanotubes, and 

graphite as support. In addition to giving higher TOF, the propane 

dehydrogenation reaction over Pt/CB was less susceptible to deactivation in 

experiments without hydrogen in the feed, indicating that the carbon black 

support either reduces the rate of coke formation or the toxicity of the coke 

formed.  A possible reason can be a metal-support interaction, causing changes 

in the electronic properties of platinum or a possible restructuring of the metal 

surface due to interaction with the supports.  
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5. Suggestions for future work 

Metal-carbon interaction is a complicated topic with many unsolved challenges 

remaining. In order to obtain more detailed knowledge how different carbon 

surfaces affect metal nanoparticles deposited on them a range of techniques not 

used in this thesis have to be utilized. 

A better understanding of the metal-carbon interaction can be obtained by a 

systematic study of different metal-carbon catalysts with X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy, as it would give information about the binding energies and, 

therefore, the electronic state of platinum on different carbon supports.  

The metal-support interaction can also be investigated by temperature 

programmed reduction measuring the reduction temperature of the active metal 

in hydrogen. However, this would require other catalyst preparation techniques 

because the polyol method used is this thesis results in (partially) reduced active 

metal.  

Use of spectroscopic methods, such as IR, to study adsorbed probe molecules is 

another interesting tool that can give information about the degree of the metal-

support interaction. 

No on purpose functionalization of carbons has been studied in this thesis. 

However, different functional groups can interact with deposited metal particles 

and affect their catalytic properties. The effects of introduced functional groups 

can be worth investigating.  

HRTEM analysis might not only give information about the dispersion of 

adsorbed metal particles on carbon supports but also about the crystallographic 

structure of metal particles. The crystallographic state of metal particles was not 
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studied in this work, but it can potentially be used as an indicator of the strength 

of the metal-support interaction. 

It is important to keep in mind that the majority of carbons, including 

nanostructured carbons as carbon-nanotubes and carbon-nanofibers, have many 

different sites where metal particles can adsorb. Only a few methods (as 

HRTEM) can be used to investigate the effect of metal particles on each of those 

sites, and the rest of the methods will give an average state of those particles. In 

addition, metal particles of different size and structure can have a different 

interaction with the same site on carbon. Therefore, a detailed model of metal-

support interaction on different carbons can be obtained only by a combination 

of experimental studies and molecular dynamic and other simulations. Those 

investigations might in the future give us the possibility to tailor catalysts at the 

atomic level for specific applications. 
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Abstract  

Carbon-supported Pt catalysts were prepared by depositing the metal from a suspension of Pt 

nanoparticles on a range of different carbon supports. The catalysts were characterized using a 

range of techniques. The results show that transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and CO 

stripping by cyclic voltammetry (CV) give consistent values for platinum dispersion for 

platinum catalysts supported by carbon nanofibers and carbon nanotubes. There were some 

discrepancies between the techniques for Pt/graphite and Pt/carbon black, possibly due to 

issues with mass transfer limitations, the particle size distributions and TEM resolution. The 

hydrogenation of ethene, a facile reaction, was also used as a characterization tool to verify 

the catalyst dispersion (and available metal surface area). The results from the hydrogenation 

of ethene were consistent with the results from TEM and cyclic voltammetry. In catalytic 

dehydrogenation of propane the Pt/carbon black showed higher conversion and turnover 

frequency (TOF) than the catalysts prepared using carbon nanofibers, carbon nanotubes, and 

graphite as support. The propane dehydrogenation reaction over Pt/carbon black also showed 

less deactivation in experiments without hydrogen in the feed. The difference in activity and 

stability can be due to metal support interactions, causing changes in the electronic properties 

of platinum or a possible phase restructuring of the metal surface due to a strong interaction 

with the supports. 
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1. Introduction 

Carbon materials have many unique properties, making them attractive for a range of 

applications, including as catalyst supports or even as catalysts on their own [1]. Those 

materials offer great flexibility because of the chemical (surface functional groups) and 

physical (surface area and porosity) properties of carbons can be modified to meet different 

requirements [2]. The electrical conductivity of carbons, as well as availability and relative 

inertness, makes them useful as electrocatalyst support [3]. Another useful property of carbon 

materials for large scale application as a catalyst support for noble metals is the possibility of 

easy recovery of those metals by burning of carbon [4]. Discovery of nanostructured carbons 

has opened new possibilities for catalysis. For example since the structure of those materials 

can be modified at nano-level, new effects as nano-confinement can be studied [5]. However, 

carbons have some severe deficiencies limiting their applications compared to more 

conventional supports as alumina or silica. Carbons are chemically unstable in oxidative 

environments and this not only limits their application in high-temperature oxidative 

processes, but also prevents regeneration of coked catalyst by oxidative treatment. In spite of 

this, Zhi-jun Sui et al. [6] have demonstrated that vulnerability of carbon nanofibers to 

oxidative reactions during oxidative dehydrogenation of propane can be somewhat reduced by 

a post-production treatment of carbons with phosphate. Another problem is the high cost of 

some nanostructured carbon materials, as for example, single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNT) [1]. Other problems with carbon materials include potential health hazards 

associated with particle inhalation of some nanostructured carbons such as carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs) [7]. In addition, the low density of some carbons makes the materials fluffy and 

staining, and therefore making handling those materials more complicated. But in spite of 

those disadvantages, carbon supported catalysts have found their way into several commercial 

applications, including fuel cell electrodes [8] and in liquid phase processes [9]. Rapid 
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development in the field of carbon materials gives importance to the development of new 

methods for carbon (supported) catalysts characterization. 

A common procedure used to determine dispersion of supported platinum catalysts is H2 

chemisorption. Unfortunately, this method can be susceptible to complicating effects such as 

spillover, especially in catalysts with a small particle size of the catalyst metal [10]. 

Therefore, alternative methods like CO chemisorption, transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM), and CO stripping by cyclic voltammetry (CV) can be applied. CO stripping 

voltammetry is a common method in electrocatalysis and is often used for characterization of 

fuel cell electrode catalysts [11]. It is less commonly used in conventional heterogeneous 

catalysis in spite of being cheaper than alternative methods like TEM. In this work both of 

those methods as well as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), catalytic propane 

dehydrogenation and ethene hydrogenation tests, Raman and Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR), nitrogen physisorption, and elemental analysis by inductively coupled 

plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) have been applied to characterize a set of different 

carbon-supported Pt catalysts.     

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials and catalyst preparation 

Catalysts were prepared with 5 different commercially available carbon supports: synthetic 

graphite (sample code is graphite) supplied by Sigma-Aldrich, platelet nanofibers (PlCNF) 

supplied by Chiron AS, VULCAN® XC-72R Carbon Black (sample code carbon black) 

supplied by Cabot Corporation, PR-25-XT-HHT graphitized conical platelet carbon 

nanofibers (CPCNF) supplied by Sigma-Aldrich, and multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) 
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supplied by Chengdu Organic Chemicals Co. Ltd. A description of those carbons is given in 

Table 1. Carbon-supported catalysts with nominal loading of 1.0 wt% platinum were prepared 

by a modified polyol method that was developed by Tsypkin et al. [12] and further described 

by Kvande et al. [13]. This procedure consists of two steps, first platinum nanoparticles are 

prepared in a suspension, before the particles are loaded on to the supports. Since platinum 

particles from the same colloid suspension can be deposited on different supports, this method 

is well suited to study the support effects.  

 

In the first step, hexachloroplatinic acid hexahydrate (0.644 g, H2PtCl6*6H2O, Sigma-

Aldrich) was dissolved in ethylene glycol (288 ml, EG, Fluka), and 1.0 M solution of NaOH 

(Merck) in EG (32.0 ml) was added to the mixture. The mixture was first heated to  423 K for 

three hours to reduce platinum while stirred and purged with Argon (99.999%), and then 

cooled down to 298 K. In the second step, a part of the Pt/EG suspension (40 ml) was 

sonicated for 5 minutes, heated to 423 K while stirred and purged with Ar. Then the 

suspension was cooled down to 298 K. After cooling, the support material (3.00 g) and Ar 

purged ethanol (60 ml, 96%) have been added to the Pt/EG suspension and the mixture have 

been sonicated for approx. 10 minutes. Then pH was reduced with HCl solution (10.0 ml, 

0.54 M, Merck) to 3.2 ± 0.1 and this mixture was sonicated again for 10 minutes. The 

deposition was done by allowing the suspension to stand at 333 K with Ar purge for 16 hours 

while stirred. Then the catalyst was extracted by centrifugation, washed with Milli-Q water 

and acetone, and then dried in air overnight at 343 K. 
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2.2 Catalyst characterization 

Nitrogen (99.999%) physisorption measurements were performed at 77 K using a 

Micromeritics 3000 Tristar II instrument. Before measurement, samples were degassed at 473 

K at a pressure below 250 mTorr for 18 hours. The surface area was calculated by the 

Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) method. The microporosity was determined by the t-plot 

method while the total pore volume was determined by the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) 

method. Elemental analysis was done by first burning catalyst samples  (approx. 400 mg) in 

air at 1173 K to remove carbon, then the remaining ash was dissolved with freshly prepared 

aqua regia, a 1:3 mixture of HNO3 (65%, Merck) and HCl (37%, Merck), and heated to 

boiling before dilution with Milli-Q water to 500 ml. The solution was analyzed for Pt, Ni, Fe, 

and Cu content using an ELEMENT2 High Resolution ICP-MS. Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) images (micrographs) were recorded on a Hitachi S-5500 electron 

microscope by scattered electrons (SE) at 30.0 kV in high vacuum mode. Samples were 

dispersed in ethanol (96%) and sonicated for approx. 5 minutes in an ultrasonic bath. The 

mixture was transferred to an aluminium sample holder and dried in air at room temperature. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs were recorded using a JEOL JEM-

2010 electron microscope. Samples were dispersed in isopropanol (99.9%, VWR) and 

sonicated for 5 minutes in an ultrasonic bath before deposited on holey carbon TEM grids and 

dried at room temperature. Average particle size and particle size distribution was obtained by 

measuring between 196 and 463 particles from 3-6 representative micrographs of each 

sample. The dispersion was calculated from the particle size using equation 1: 

 

                                                                                                                                                 (1)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 1

1.13n

i idD
n
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where D is platinum dispersion, id is particle size of particle i in nanometers, and n  is the 

number of measured particles in a sample. To avoid an overestimation of dispersion for small 

particles, the dispersion value of 1 was used for particles with a measured size of less than 

1.13 nm. This equation assumes spherical particles, as done by Aramendia et al. [14], and 

atom density on Pt surface of 1.24 × 1015 atoms/cm2. This is the average atom density of 

(111), (100), and (110) crystal faces, as reported by Will [15]. Raman spectra were recorded 

on a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR 800 in air at room temperature and with a 632.8 nm 

He-Ne laser with an effect of 30 mW as the excitation source. Diffuse reflectance infrared 

Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) spectra were collected on a Nicolet iS50 FT-IR 

with 32 scans at 4 cm-1 resolution. Sample material was diluted by spectroscopy grade 

potassium bromide (KBr, Merk, for spectroscopy) and ground in an agate mortar. The 

background spectrum from pure KBr was subtracted. In addition, CO2 and H2O bands were 

removed by the OMNIC 9.2.86 software. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were done 

with a VersaSTAT MC potentiostat with VersaStudio software. Samples were dispersed in 

Milli-Q water and ethanol (3:2 water to ethanol ratio). The concentration of the sample in the 

suspension was 1.0 mg per ml suspension. The suspension was sonicated until homogenous 

and 90 µg of catalyst was deposited on a glassy carbon electrode and then dried in N2 

(99.999%) flow. After deposition and drying, 15 µl of Nafion® solution (0.5% in light 

alcohols diluted to 0.05% with ethanol) was deposited on a disk-type glassy carbon electrode 

and dried again. The electrochemical cell was filled with H2SO4 solution (150 ml, 0.5 M) as 

electrolyte. This electrolyte was purged with N2 for approx. 30 minutes prior to measurement.  

The reversible H2 electrode (RHE) which is a subtype of the standard hydrogen electrode 

(SHE) was used as reference electrode, a platinum wire was used as counter (auxiliary) 

electrode, and a glassy carbon electrode with deposited sample on was used as working 

electrode. The working electrode was electrochemically preconditioned from 0.05 to 1.20 V 
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first at a scan rate 0.100 V/s and then at a scan rate 0.010 V/s. After conditioning the potential 

was kept at 0.05 V, and CO (99.3%) gas was bubbled through the electrolyte for 5 minutes. 

Then nitrogen was bubbled through the electrolyte for 30 minutes at this potential to remove 

excess CO and adsorbed CO was stripped at scan rate 0.010 V/s.  It was assumed that the 

charge density for oxidation of the monolayer value is 0.420 mC/cm2, as commonly done in 

the literature [16,17,18] and this value was assumed to be independent of the particle 

dispersion. It was also assumed that double layer charging and oxide formation was similar 

with and without adsorbed CO. Therefore, the stripping area _QCO oxidation  was obtained by 

subtracting the voltammogram obtained without CO adsorbed (second cycle) from the 

voltammogram obtained with CO (first cycle). Catalyst dispersion was calculated by first 

calculating number of active platinum atoms according to equation 2,   

_ _QCO oxidation surface Pt
activePtN

Q R



                                                                                        (2) 

where  _QCO oxidation  is the stripping area _surface Pt , is atom density on Pt surface,  Q  is the 

charge density for oxidation of the CO monolayer and R is the stripping scan rate. Then, the 

dispersion was calculated using equation 3, 

                                                                                                                                                  (3) 

                                                                                                                                               

where AN  is Avogadro`s number, Catm is catalyst mass, P tX is catalyst loading, and PtM is the 

molar mass of platinum.  
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2.3 Catalytic testing 

The catalytic tests were performed at atmospheric pressure in a tubular fixed bed quartz 

reactor were the catalyst powder was placed on a quartz frit (pore size 40-90 µm) and held in 

place with quartz wool. The reactor was heated by an electrical oven controlled using a 

thermocouple placed in the catalyst bed. Before the catalytic tests, catalyst samples were 

reduced in He (99.996%), H2 (99.999%), and N2 (99.999%) flow in 50:25:25 ratio with a total 

flow of 103 ± 3 ml/min while heated to 773 K. The heating time from 298 K to 773 K was 50 

minutes. The gaseous products were analyzed by an Agilent 3000 Micro Gas Chromatograph 

with a TCD detector. Nitrogen was used as internal standard for the calculation of C3H8 

conversion and selectivities to products. Selectivities are reported as C-based values. 

Dehydrogenation of propane was carried out at 773 K with feed gases H2 (99.999%), C3H8 

(99.3%), and N2 (99.999%) in 0:28:78 and 4.4:28:70 ratios. Sample weight was 0.100 g, and 

catalyst bed was not diluted. Ethene hydrogenation experiments were done at 373 K. The 

catalyst (0.0050 g) was diluted by 1.0000 g of silicon carbide (Powder, particle size between 

90 µm and 53 µm) loaded in the reactor and reduced the same way as for propane 

dehydrogenation. The feed composition for catalyst testing was H2 (99.999%), C2H4 

(99.95%), and N2 (99.999%) in 15:10:75 ratio. Conversions were compared after 60 minutes 

on stream to allow the reaction temperature to stabilize. In order to compare with the chemical 

equilibrium, the simulation data for propane dehydrogenation were calculated with UniSim 

Design R400 software. The modeled reaction temperature was 773 K, and the reaction 

pressure was 1.0 atm. Only the propane dehydrogenation reaction to hydrogen and propene 

was considered. The Peng–Robinson equation of state and conditions of equilibrium reactor 

were used in the simulation.  
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Catalyst support composition and structure  

The elemental analysis has shown that all supports except for PlCNF did not contain a 

significant amount of typical growth catalyst metal as Ni, Cu or Fe, as presented in Table 1.  

Table 1 Composition of catalysts and catalyst supports 

 

The impurity of Ni and Cu in PlCNF sample originated from the growth catalyst used to 

produce this material. However, those impurities did not give any measurable catalytic 

activity in catalytic tests with carbon supports not loaded with platinum. The measured 

platinum loading for all catalysts was slightly lower than the nominal loading of 1.0% of 

platinum and was found to be in the range 0.77-0.84%. In the polyol method, the relation 

between the actual loading and the nominal loading is controlled by the pH [19]. In a basic 

suspension (containing glycolate anion and hydroxyl ion) the platinum particles are repelled 

from each other and from the support. At low pH, the repulsive forces become weaker, and 

Sample 
code 

Support material  Ni 

wt% 

Cu 

wt% 

Fe   

wt% 

 Pt 

wt% 

Pt/carbon 
black 

VULCAN® XC-72R, Carbon black <0.001 0.003 <0.002 0.82 

Pt/MWCNT TNGM7, Graphitized Multi-walled 
Carbon nanotubes 

<0.001 0.002 <0.002 0.84 

Pt/PlCNF 06‐0170 Carbon, stacked graphene  
platelet  nanofibers (acid washed)  

   0.31 0.11 <0.002 0.81 

Pt/CPCNF PR-25-XT-HHT, graphitized (iron-
free), composed of conical platelets 

<0.001 0.007 <0.004 0.77 

Pt/graphite Synthetic graphite powder, particle size 
<20 μm  

<0.001 0.002 <0.004 0.78 
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the actual loading on the support would get closer to the nominal, at the cost of particle 

dispersion. In this work, the pH at the Pt deposition step (pH 3.2 ± 0.1) gave high dispersion 

at the cost of some loading. 

The BET surface area of high surface area supports (carbon black and PlCNF) was slightly 

reduced by the platinum deposition as seen in Table 2. The reduction of the surface area of 

those supports can be explained by clustering of support particles during drying.  

Table 2 Surface area and porosity of catalysts and catalyst supports  

Samples BET surface area 

(m2/g) 

Pore Volume1 

(cm³/g). 

Micropores t-plot 

(cm³/g) 

Carbon black 230 0.18 0.037 

Pt/carbon black 218 0.18 0.035 

MWCNT 74 0.11 0.001 

Pt/MWCNT 73 0.12 0.001 

PlCNF 186 0.18 0.008 

Pt/PlCNF 180 0.18 0.007 

CPCNF 20 0.03 0.000 

Pt/CPCNF 20 0.03 0.001 

graphite 9 0.01 0.000 

Pt/graphite 9 0.01 0.000 

Note: 1.  BJH Adsorption cumulative volume of  pores between 17 Å and 3000 Å diameter 
(cm³/g). 

 

Figures 1 - 3 show TEM and SEM images of the samples. Fig. 1 shows the structures of the 

nanostructured catalysts. Pt/CPCNF presented well-defined carbon nanofibers with high 

aspect ratios (Fig. 1a) and the TEM image of the same sample (Fig. 1b) shows a hollow fiber 

with platinum particles deposited both on the inner and outer surfaces of the fiber. The SEM 
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image of Pt/PlCNF (Fig. 1c) shows poorly defined carbon nanofibers with low aspect ratios 

and the TEM image of the same sample (Fig. 1d) shows one such fiber with Pt particles 

deposited on. The SEM image of Pt/MWCNT (Fig. 1e) shows entangled carbon nanotubes 

and the TEM image of this sample (Fig. 1f) shows Pt particles deposited on those carbon 

nanotubes.  

Similar images of not-nanostructured catalyst samples are shown in Figure 2. The SEM image 

of Pt/carbon black (Fig 2g) shows agglomerated carbon black particles and the TEM image  

of Pt/carbon black (Fig. 2h) shows Pt particles deposited on those carbon black particles. 

Similarly are the graphite particles in Pt/graphite shown in the SEM image in Fig. 2i, and the 

TEM image of the same sample (Fig. 2j) shows Pt particles deposited on those graphite 

particles. 

Carbon black and PlCNF contained small particles with a low aspect ratio, as seen in Fig. 1 

and Fig. 2, and therefore clustering of support particles in those samples has more significant 

effect on surface area than clustering of bigger particles (graphite) or clustering 

(entanglement) of fibers with high aspect ratio (MWCNT and CPCNF). The SEM images 

(Fig. 1) show that MWCNT and CPCNF have a regular shape with diameters of 20-50 nm and 

100-200 nm respectively.  On the other hand, PlCNF is irregular in shape and has a low aspect 

ratio.  

The multiwall structure for carbon nanotubes was confirmed by TEM (Fig. 3) while both 

PlCNF and CPCNF have both crystalline and amorphous regions. The TEM  images (Fig. 1d 

and Fig. 3) show that PlCNF consists of graphitic layers, but due to structural defects not all 

layers are perpendicular to the principal (fiber direction) axis. A large fraction of CPCNF 

fibers consisted of conical platelet fibers inside a MWCNT like structure, while the structure 

of walls of other CPCNF fibers was not as clear (Fig. 1b and Fig. 3). 
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 FTIR results (Fig. 4) do not show any significant presence of oxygen-containing functional 

groups except for -OH. The typical oxygen-containing functional groups found on carbon 

surfaces are anhydrides, ketones, aldehydes, esters, quinones, carboxylic acids, ethers, 

lactones, and phenols. Anhydrides have been reported to give a band at 1880-1740 cm-1 by 

Shin et al. [20]. The stretching mode of ketonic C=O groups of ketones, aldehydes, and esters 

would appear at 1740 cm-1 if those groups are not conjugated with a double band or aryl 

group [21].   Conjugated ketones or quinones appear at 1670-1660 cm-1 [20,22,23]. Aromatic 

carboxyl acid group would give a band in 1700-1680 cm-1 region and are affected by different 

peripheral functional groups, and the non-aromatic carboxyl acid groups have been reported 

to give a band at 1712 cm-1 [20]. Ether type structures would give C-O stretching vibration 

bands at 1245 cm-1 and 1160 cm-1 [21]. Lactones have been reported to appear at 1740-1710 

cm-1 and 1264-1260 cm-1 and the phenolic groups would appear in the 1200-1100 cm-1 region 

[20,21]. The oxygen-containing functional groups can be introduced by various oxidative 

treatments and can affect the metal dispersion and catalytic properties. Prado-Burguete et al. 

[24] have reported that the presence of heteroatoms (e.g. oxygen) on the surface of carbon 

supports can have a positive effect on Pt dispersion when an impregnation method is used, by 

anchoring metal particles to the surface and preventing them from agglomeration and by 

making the carbon surface less hydrophobic. However, other studies [18,25,26] reported that 

for the modified polyol method better dispersion can be achieved if carbon has a low content 

of acidic oxygen-containing functional groups. This is especially important if an anionic 

platinum precursor is used, as [PtCl6]2-, since it will be repelled from the negatively charged 

oxygen-containing functional groups on the carbon surface. The broad band at 3434 cm-1 can 

be assigned to hydroxyl stretching vibrations of the OH- groups and adsorbed water, as 

observed by Gomez-Serrano et al. [21] and Puziy et al. [27]. The width of this band indicates 

involvement of the hydroxyl groups in hydrogen bonding. Bands at 2955 cm-1, 2921 cm-1, and 
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2854 cm-1 can be assigned to CH3 and CH2 stretching vibrations as observed by Gomez-

Serrano et al. [21], Puziy et al. [27] and Russo et al. [28]. Two very weak bands, at 1736 cm-1 

and at 1702 cm-1, have been observed for all supports, as seen in Fig. 4, however those bands 

are too weak to firmly identify them as ketone or carboxyl groups. The band at 1628 cm-1  can 

be assigned to adsorbed water on the KBr. Teng et al.[29] have observed this band at 1630 

cm-1.  A small shoulder of this band can be observed at 1654 cm-1 and has been attributed to 

C=C stretching at terminal olefinic bonds [21]. The band at 1462 cm-1 can be attributed to the 

asymmetrical bending (scissor) mode of CH3 and CH2 groups and has been reported by 

Gomez-Serrano et al. [21] and Teng et al. [29]. The band at 1382 cm-1 can be assigned to CH2 

and CH3 bending vibrations, as observed by Gomez-Serrano et al. [21] and Russo et al. [28]. 

Pt/carbon black and Pt/PlCNF background spectra are sloping down to lower wavenumbers. 

This could be due to scatter from sample particles causing deeper light penetration at the 

longer wavelengths (low wavenumbers). The presence of bending and stretching modes of C-

H can be clearly observed for all samples indicating that all supports, including carbon 

nanotubes and fibers contain defects. The degree of disorder in carbon supports can be 

assessed from Raman spectra, presented in Fig. 5.  The G band, which is observed in the 

range 1585-1572 cm-1, reflects the structure of sp2 hybridized carbon and is associated with 

the degree of graphitization order of the carbon. The D band is observed in the range 1328-

1322 cm-1 and is associated with the disorder of carbon. The ratio of the intensity of the G 

band and the D band (IG/ID) is often assumed to be proportional to the crystallite size (La) and 

is commonly used to assess the extent of graphitization degree of carbon materials [30-34]. 

However, this value is only indicative since a simple IG/ID comparison has many uncertainties, 

including a nonlinear dependence on the crystallite size when the crystal size is below 2 nm 

[35]. 
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Based on the IG/ID band ratio, we observe the following order with increasing graphitization 

degree:  

Pt/PlCNF (0.55)>Pt/carbon black (0.78)>Pt/MWCNT (1.47)>Pt/graphite (2.37)>Pt/CPCNF 

(2.97) 

A small shoulder of the G band is observed at 1616 cm-1 in Pt/MWCNT, but this band is also 

present in other samples. This band is called D' and is disorder related [36], but this band is 

difficult to observe because of an overlap with the much stronger G band. The lower IG/ID 

ratio of PlCNF compared to carbon black seemingly indicates that PlCNF is more disordered 

than carbon black, which is known for poor crystallinity. The TEM results (Fig. 3) show that 

PlCNF although having many defects, consists of graphitic layers on top of each other and 

therefore should contain a higher concentration of sixfold rings. For disordered carbons, the 

intensity of the D band becomes proportional to the probability of finding a sixfold ring in a 

given area while the G band does not require sixfold ring. Therefore, high D band in distorted 

carbons can indicate ordering, which is the opposite of what is observed for more graphitic 

carbons [37,38]. 

3.2. Dispersion of Platinum 

The TEM results have shown that, as expected, the deposition of platinum particles on low 

surface area supports, graphite, and CPCNF, resulted in comparatively large average metal 

particle sizes of 3.1 nm and 2.4 nm respectively, as seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. On the other 

hand, the supports with higher surface area MWCNT, PlCNF, and carbon black had a smaller 

average particle size of 1.5-1.6 nm, as seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. This was expected since on 

low surface area supports deposited particles are in closer proximity to each other. The 

difference between the measured average particle sizes on the high-surface area supports is 

not significant and almost no particles with size above 6 nm have been observed on those 
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supports. For Pt/PlCNF, no particles below 0.5 nm have been observed, but this could be due 

to limited resolution, rather than the absence of those particles. Therefore, it is possible that 

the true average particle size for this catalyst is below 1.5 nm. No particles with sizes above 

3.5 nm were observed in this sample, indicating a god dispersion of platinum. Larger average 

metal particle size on graphite and CPCNF support was caused by a small number of large 

particles, seen as a tail on the particle size distribution histogram above 6 nm. Since all 

catalyst samples were prepared from the same colloidal platinum suspension, it is reasonable 

to assume that large particles arise from agglomeration of smaller particles. For example for 

graphite, the increase in the number of particles in the range 1.5-2.0 nm also came at the 

expense of particles in the 0-1.5 nm range. This gives the size distribution histogram, a 

skewed shape and indicates particle agglomeration. On Pt/CPCNF, the majority of observed 

particles with size above 6 nm were observed on the outer surface of the fibers. On the other 

hand, a majority of the particles inside the hollow fibers were between 1.0 nm and 3.5 nm in 

diameter. This indicates that some effects inside the fibers had an influence on the particle 

size distribution.  The graphite planes inside the fibers are in sharp angle to the longitudinal 

axis of the fiber, and expose plane edges. This provides more anchoring sites for metal 

particles than the outer surface of the fibers, which is dominated by basal planes, as seen in 

Fig. 3.  

Fig. 6 shows a stripping scan for adsorbed CO on the Pt/MWCNT catalyst. Similar 

voltammograms were obtained for the other catalysts. The region A is caused by H2 

desorption from the platinum surface. This region was not present during CO stripping, 

indicating that the Pt surface was occupied by CO rather than H2. Adsorbed CO was stripped 

for all catalysts in the range 0.85-0.90 V against RHE. Results of particle size and dispersion 

measurements from TEM and CV can be seen in Table 3.  
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Table 3 Results showing particle size and dispersion obtained by TEM and CV. Standard 
deviations are given in parenthesis 

 

The TEM and the CV methods show a good consistency when applied to determine metal 

particle sizes for Pt/PlCNF, Pt/CPCNF, and Pt/MWCNF. The metal particle size for Pt/PlCNF 

was 1.5 nm and 1.3 nm, for Pt/MWCNT was 1.5 nm and 1.4 nm, and for Pt/CPCNF 2.4 nm 

and 2.3 nm measured by TEM and CV methods respectively. The difference between average 

particle size values obtained by these two methods is not significant for those samples. On the 

other hand, the discrepancy for Pt/carbon black and Pt/graphite was more severe. The larger 

discrepancy between the CV results and the TEM results for Pt/carbon black could have been 

caused by the high microporosity of this support (Table 2). The micropores of Vulcan XC-72 

carbon black can be inaccessible to Nafion® micelles (>40 nm in size), reducing the 

electrochemical activity of platinum particles in those pores [39], leading to an 

underestimation of dispersion. This problem can be especially noticeable when low loadings 

(as in this work) are applied since a large fraction of deposited metal particles can be 

inaccessible due to mass transfer limitations. The discrepancy between the CV and TEM 

results for Pt/graphite could have been caused by difficulties in determining the average 

 Results from TEM   Results from Cyclic 
voltammetry 

Samples Particle size  
(nm) 

Dispersion 
(%) 

Number of 
measured 
particles 

 Particle size  
 (nm) 

Dispersion   
(%) 

Pt/carbon 
black 

1.6 (0.3) 76 (11) 463   2.1 (0.3) 54 (6) 

Pt/MWCNT 1.5 (0.1) 79 (2.3) 372   1.4 79 

Pt/PlCNF 1.5 (0.2) 79 (4.7) 266   1.3 87 

Pt/CPCNF 2.4 (0.2) 52(3.7) 258   2.3 50 

Pt/graphite 3.1 (0.8) 46 (8.4) 196   6.3 (0.7) 18 (2) 
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particle size in this sample with TEM. Pronounced particle sintering can lead to a wide 

particle size distribution, as seen in Fig. 2. Therefore, some of the largest Pt agglomerates may 

not be present in the selected TEM images. In contrast to TEM, CV gives an estimate of the 

average particle size in the entire sample. A similar discrepancy has been reported by 

Vidacović et al. [16] when comparing TEM and CV methods for determining the average 

particle size of an unsupported platinum catalyst. 

However, both methods gave the same order of the average metal particle size, as seen from 

Table 3: 

Pt/graphite > Pt/CPCNF > Pt/carbon black > Pt/MWCNT ≈ Pt/PlCNF 

 

3.3 Catalytic experiments 

3.3.1 Ethene hydrogenation experiments 

Ethene hydrogenation is a structure insensitive reaction [40,41], i.e. independent of the type of 

Pt crystal faces exposed. Therefore, this reaction is only dependent on the surface area of the 

active metal and can be used to estimate catalyst dispersion. Due to the high exothermicity of 

this reaction, ΔH°
rxn= -136 kJ mol-1 [42], the temperature was allowed to stabilize at 373 K 

after 60 min time on stream (TOS). Control tests have shown that at those conditions, the 

contribution from gas phase reactions and the contribution of platinum-free carbon materials 

was negligible. This approach assumes that catalyst deactivation (by polymerization of 

ethene) affects the activity of all samples equally. The order of catalyst activity reported as 

conversion of ethene after 60 min was:   

Pt/PlCNF(68%) ≈Pt/MWCNT(68%) >Pt/carbon black(43%) >Pt/CPCNF(35%) 

>Pt/graphite(16%) 
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This order is the same as seen for dispersion obtained from TEM and CV, presented in Table 

3. While the TEM indicates that Pt/carbon black has similar or slightly lower dispersion than 

Pt/PlCNF and Pt/MWCNT, both the CV and ethene hydrogenation methods indicate that Pt 

was significantly better dispersed on MWCNT and PlCNF than on carbon black. This is in in 

contrast to the larger BET surface area of carbon black , as seen in Table 2, and can be 

explained by the larger microporosity of carbon black causing diffusion limitations [26].  

 3.3.2 Propane dehydrogenation experiments 

Experiments with empty reactor have shown that the contribution from homogeneous  

reactions was negligible at relevant reaction conditions (with and without H2 in the feed). 

Also, experiments with platinum-free carbon supports have shown a negligible conversion. 

This includes PlCNF support that contained 0.31 wt% Ni and indicates that the amount of 

chemically accessible Ni in this support was not enough to give a measurable effect on the 

catalytic activity. The catalytic tests without H2 in the feed (not shown) gave negligible 

conversion for all catalyst except for Pt/carbon black, which gave 10% conversion at 10 min 

TOS. This conversion decreased to 0.6% after 40 min TOS due to deactivation. Addition of 

4.3% H2 to the feed improved the conversion for all samples, and the conversion levels are 

presented in Fig. 7, indicating that without hydrogen the samples were rapidly deactivated by 

coking. The effect of hydrogen slowing down the deactivation rate is well known and has 

been observed with other Pt-based catalysts by Qing Li et al. [43]. Introduction of hydrogen at 

this level reduced the equilibrium conversion from 30.5% to 24.3% However, this is still 

above the conversion achieved by the tested catalysts, thus allowing informative comparison 

of catalysts to be done.  The main product of propane dehydrogenation was propene, as seen 

from the Table 4. However, some cracking products as ethene, ethane, and methane have also 

been observed. The Pt/carbon black catalyst had the highest selectivity to propene, 98% after 

10 minutes TOS, and the selectivity was stable after 60 minutes TOS. On the other hand, 
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Pt/MWCNT, Pt/PlCNF, Pt/CPCNF, and Pt/graphite had propene selectivities of 91.4%, 

91.1%, 92.7%, and 93.8% respectively after 10 min TOS. This selectivity increased by 1-3% 

after 60 minutes, probably due to deactivation of sites responsible for cracking.  

Table 4 Selectivity for different products under propane dehydrogenation with H2  

 

 

The highest conversion of Pt/carbon black both with and without H2 comes in spite of lower 

dispersion (available Pt surface area) on this catalyst compared to Pt/MWCNT and Pt/PlCNF 

as shown by TEM, CV, and ethene hydrogenation experiments. The higher stability of 

conversion over Pt/carbon black demonstrates a clear difference from other catalysts. This 

difference could be due to an effect of metal support interaction causing phase reconstruction 

as observed by Muthuswamy et al. [18]. They reported that platinum nanoparticles deposited 

on platelet CNF by the modified polyol method undergoes changes in their geometry as 

opposed to particles deposited on carbon black. Unfortunately, determination of Pt 

morphology was not possible by the available TEM instrument due to limited resolution. 

The turnover frequencies (TOF) for propane dehydrogenation with H2 in the feed were 

calculated using the TEM and the CV results and are presented in Table 5.  

Samples  C3H6   C2H6   C2H4   CH4  

10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 10 min 60 min 

Pt/carbon 
black 

97.7% 97.9% 1.3% 0.9% 0.1% 0.3% 0.9% 0.9% 

Pt/MWCNT 91.4% 93.7% 2.5% 1.4% 1.4% 1.2% 4.7% 3.7% 

Pt/PlCNF 91.1% 93.3% 3.6% 2.0% 1.5% 1.4% 3.8% 3.3% 

Pt/CPCNF 92.7% 95.7% 1.6% 0.7% 2.7% 1.5% 3.0% 2.1% 

Pt/graphite 93.8% 95.3% 1.2% 0.5% 2.0% 1.2% 3.0% 3.0% 
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Table 5 The TOF for the propane dehydrogenation reaction after 10 min time on stream, 
calculated from catalyst dispersion obtained from TEM and from CV 

Samples TOF (s-1) from CV 
dispersion results 

TOF (s-1) from TEM dispersion 
results 

Pt/carbon 
black 1.08 0.77 

Pt/MWCNT 0.35 0.35 

Pt/PlCNF 0.35 0.38 

Pt/CPCNF 0.32 0.31 

Pt/graphite 0.59 0.23 

 

Both types of catalyst with carbon nanofibers (Pt/PlCNF and Pt/CPCNF) and carbon 

nanotubes (Pt/MWCNT) show very similar TOF calculated using dispersion data from both 

methods. This indicates that CV and TEM can give consistent results when applied to 

characterize this type of catalysts and that the activity is not depending on the carbon supports 

for this reaction. The TOF results for Pt/graphite are not consistent, due to inconsistency in 

the value of measured dispersion by the TEM and the CV methods. Also, the discrepancy 

between the two calculated TOF values for Pt/carbon black also originates from the 

discrepancy in values of dispersion determined by different methods. However, both methods 

indicate that the propane dehydrogenation reaction over Pt/carbon black had a higher TOF 

than the reaction over the other catalysts. This could be due to the structural difference of the 

supports. VULCAN® XC-72R is a commercial carbon black, and therefore this is the only 

support tested that is not composed of graphene layers. Platinum support interaction is 

dependent on the structure of the support, and a semi-crystalline support such as carbon black 

will result in a weaker interaction than a crystalline support. It is not clear if the observed 

difference in catalytic properties of tested catalysts is caused by merely electronic effects, or 
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by a possible phase restructuring of the platinum particles induced by the stronger interaction 

with the supports.   

 

4. Conclusions 

A set of different carbon-supported Pt catalysts was prepared by depositing metal particles 

from a common suspension of Pt nanoparticles onto a range of different carbon supports. 

After depositing the Pt particles on the support, the catalysts were characterized using a range 

of techniques. The results show that TEM and CO stripping by CV give consistent values for 

platinum dispersion for platinum catalysts supported by carbon nanofibers and carbon 

nanotubes. There were some discrepancies between the techniques for Pt/graphite and 

Pt/carbon black, probably due to issues with the mass transfer limitations, the particle size 

distributions, and TEM resolution. The hydrogenation of ethene, a facile reaction, was also 

used as a characterization tool, and the results confirmed the dispersion. In catalytic 

dehydrogenation of propane, the Pt/carbon black showed higher conversion and TOF value 

than catalysts prepared using carbon nanofibers, carbon nanotubes, and graphite as support. In 

addition to giving a higher TOF, the propane dehydrogenation reaction over Pt/carbon black 

was less susceptible to deactivation in experiments without hydrogen in the feed, indicating 

that the carbon black support either reduces the rate of coke formation or the toxicity of the 

coke formed. A possible reason can be a metal support interaction, causing changes in the 

electronic properties of platinum or a possible phase restructuring of the metal surface due to 

a strong interaction with the supports.  
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Figure 1 SEM images (left) and TEM images (right) of nanostructured catalysts with Pt 
particle size distributions presented in the upper right corner of the TEM images. a) and b): 
Pt/CPCNF c) and d): Pt/PlCNF e) and f): Pt/MWCNT. 
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Figure 2 SEM images (left) and TEM images (right) of not-nanostructured catalysts with Pt 

particle size distributions presented in the upper right corner of the TEM images. g) and f): 

Pt/carbon black, i) and j): Pt/graphite.  
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Fig. 3 TEM images showing the structure of Pt/CPCNF (left), Pt/MWCNT (middle) and 
Pt/PlCNF (right)  
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Fig. 4 FTIR spectra of catalysts. The reflectance axis has arbitrary units for each sample. 
Therefore the absorption peaks are for qualitative comparison. Letter υ denotes stretching 
modes and δ denotes in-plane bending modes 
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Fig. 5 Raman spectra of carbon supported catalysts.  
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Fig. 6 Voltammogram for CO stripping of Pt/MWCNT.  First stripping after CO adsorption 
(thick line) was done, then the second stripping (thin line) was done to obtain a 
voltammogram of CO-free catalyst. A is a region of H2 desorption from platinum surface, B is 
a region of CO stripping, C is a region of Pt-O reduction, and D is a region of Pt-H formation 
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Fig. 7 Conversion results for propane dehydrogenation with 4.3% H2 in the feed 
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